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Introduction: The Human Tragedies on Mayorkas’ Hands

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas’ open-borders policies, his rolling back of effective border security policies, and his refusal to enforce the laws passed by Congress matter not just in the realm of legal debate. Rather, his opening of America’s sovereign borders to millions of illegal aliens, cartel operatives, known criminals, gang members, potential terrorists, and foreign adversaries has produced profound, tangible, and tragic consequences which are impacting every state, city, and town in this nation.

The fentanyl crisis sparked and made even worse by his policies continues to grow, devastating families and communities across the country. The impact on Border Patrol agents and other law enforcement officers has been unprecedented, as men and women working to secure the border and defend the homeland feel increasingly abandoned by their leadership in Washington, and put at risk by the policies Mayorkas and others have implemented.

Criminal illegal aliens are increasingly being apprehended crossing the border under Mayorkas’ policies. Americans are falling victim to the criminal ambitions of illegal aliens, suffering injustices like rape and assault on a regular basis, with numerous Americans even being killed by aliens in the United States unlawfully. And illegal aliens driving recklessly and with no regard for our laws are turning our streets into danger zones.

Even the individuals making the journey to the border and entering illegally have become victims of Mayorkas’ coldly calculated, political decision to open the border. As millions of people have put themselves needlessly in the hands of cartels and smugglers to make the journey to the Southwest border, an untold number have suffered violence, degradation, and abuse at the hands of these ruthless organizations, while countless others have perished or simply been left to die in the jungles and deserts along the way.

This report will lay out in unflinching detail the very real human costs of Mayorkas’ pursuit of open borders. As the American people learn of the awful consequences of these policies, they must remember that these data points are merely a snapshot of horrors being perpetrated against Americans and migrants alike, every single day under this secretary.
Section 1: The Fentanyl Crisis Destroying American Communities

An Unprecedented and Growing Crisis

The United States is consumed by an opioid crisis, and it is being driven by the fentanyl flowing from Mexico across the Southwest border. Fentanyl poisoning is now the leading cause of death for Americans between the ages of 18-45, and the number of Americans falling victim to this deadly synthetic opioid remains at historic levels, particularly as the Mexican cartels continue to manufacture the low-cost substance and smuggle it into the United States.

Nearly 107,000 Americans died from drug overdoses in 2021, with more than 70,000 of those deaths attributed to synthetic opioids other than methadone—primarily fentanyl. By comparison, roughly 36,000 Americans died from synthetic opioid poisonings in 2019. In 2021, more Americans died from fentanyl poisoning than died in auto- and gun-related incidents combined. In 2021, synthetic opioids were involved in more than 50 percent of drug-related deaths in 36 states, according to analysis of Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) data.

In 2022, the number of Americans who died from drug-related incidents remained elevated, with provisional data from the CDC showing more than 105,000 reported overdose deaths over the course of the year, and more than 109,000 predicted deaths. The CDC reported almost 83,000 “predicted opioid-involved drug overdose deaths” in 2022, and that both the reported and predicted number of drug overdose deaths “involving synthetic opioids (including fentanyl but...
excluding methadone)...continued to increase compared to the previous year.\(^9\) About every five minutes, an American dies from a drug overdose or poisoning.\(^10\)

According to a recent CDC report,\(^11\) the rate of drug overdose deaths linked to fentanyl has skyrocketed in the last five years, increasing by 279 percent from 5.7 per 100,000 people to 21.6 per 100,000 between 2016 and 2021.\(^12\) Merianne Spencer, co-author of the CDC report, noted, “We are always hoping we won’t see a rise in fentanyl deaths, but this really highlights that this is continuing to be a public health problem.”\(^13\)

CDC data also show that fentanyl is the leading cause of drug-associated deaths across all age groups.\(^14\) The cartels’ regular practice of lacing other forms of narcotics with fentanyl, even including what look to be prescription drugs, is poisoning many Americans who never know they are ingesting the substance.\(^15\)

In Texas alone, fentanyl-related deaths rose 89 percent from 2020 to 2021.\(^16\) Jim Skinner, sheriff of Collin County, Texas, said in August 2022 that fentanyl poisonings had increased in his county
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by 571 percent. The fentanyl flooding across the Southwest border does not stay in border communities, however, but spreads throughout the country to destroy lives, families, and communities everywhere.

From 2018 to 2022, Oklahoma experienced a 735-percent increase in fentanyl deaths, according to Oklahoma Rep. Joshua Brecheen in July 2023. Virginia Attorney General Jason Miyares said in December 2022, “We lose four Virginians a day to overdoses from fentanyl that is coming over our Southern border. We have a complete lack of control over what is happening...” A record number of Virginians in the Hampton Roads area died from drug overdoses in 2022, with more than 80 percent involving fentanyl. In Cook County, Illinois, home to Chicago, 2,000 people were killed by opioid overdoses in 2022, up from 1,935 in 2021 and 676 in 2015—91 percent of these deaths were attributed to fentanyl.

Fentanyl is even flooding into communities at the top of the world. Sandy Snodgrass with the AK Fentanyl Response Project, which works to educate communities in Alaska and around the country about the dangers of fentanyl, recently testified to the House Committee on Homeland Security, “We recently had interdictions in Kodiak, Alaska, a very small community of maybe 1,000 people, with 3,000 pills. 3,000 pills headed to a community of 1,000 individuals. It happens all the time in Alaska.” She further shared with the Committee that she had recently visited the Alaskan town of Chevak—only accessible by seaplane or snow machine—where the “blue pills have made it into that community of less than 800 Alaskans. You talked about the human toll. One member of that community dies, and it affects that entire community for generations to come.”

Indeed, the crisis is so acute that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has taken the step of approving over-the-counter naloxone nasal spray to give Americans more access to life-saving treatment to counter fentanyl poisoning, as the medication helps reverse the effects of opioid overdose. Per one media report in August 2023, “An increasing number of restaurants and bars across the country are keeping a stock of Naloxone...as overdoses become all too common in public spaces...” One employee at a brewery in Philadelphia that stocks naloxone recently expressed his frustration with the additional pressure being placed on service workers to also

serve as first responders—“It shouldn’t be on these bartenders making no money. It should be on someone trained for it, who is expected to save lives.”

In San Francisco, the city’s Drug Overdose Prevention and Education Project distributed more than 84,000 doses of naloxone between July 2022 and June 2023, with those doses reversing 8,765 opioid overdoses during that time.

---
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Fentanyl is so potent that just two milligrams—which can fit comfortably on the tip of a pencil—can be lethal. It has been known to harm law enforcement officers at crime scenes or other unsuspecting victims who come into physical contact with it, as this report documents.

Data from U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) shows that the cartels are smuggling more fentanyl across the border than ever before. So far this fiscal year (FY), CBP has seized more than 25,300 pounds of fentanyl at the Southwest border alone, far surpassing FY22’s total seizure of 14,100 pounds—including a record 3,186 pounds in April 2023.

Even more troubling is that seizures between ports of entry have increased, as cartels seek to take further advantage of the now-porous Southwest border. Through August 2023, Border Patrol agents had seized roughly 2,700 pounds of fentanyl, already surpassing FY22 total seizures, and nearly tripling those from FY21. Then-Border Patrol Chief Raul Ortiz told Florida Rep. Laurel Lee during testimony before the House Committee on Homeland Security in March 2023 that fentanyl seizures between the ports to that point in FY23 were up 101 percent.

---
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CBP is intercepting record amounts at the Southwest border, both at and between the ports of entry. (Source: CBP Drug Seizure Statistics)

Seizures of fentanyl between the ports of entry are also significantly increasing as cartels take advantage of the now-porous Southwest border. (Source: CBP Drug Seizure Statistics)
As Border Patrol agents are pulled off the line to process and release illegal aliens into the interior, the cartels have shifted their tactics to exploit the vulnerabilities those personnel shortfalls have created. Anne Milgram, administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) told CBS News in May 2022, “I can say with 100 percent assurance that the criminal drug cartels in Mexico will stop at nothing to get fentanyl into the United States.” Per a report from Fox News in September 2022, “Mexican drug cartels are rapidly expanding fentanyl production, pushing more of the deadly drug into the United States and profiting markedly from an easily produced, highly addictive substance.”

According to the DEA Principal Deputy Administrator George Papadopoulos, the agency “seized more than 58 million fentanyl-laced pills and 13,000 pounds of fentanyl powder” in 2022 alone, “nearly 400 million deadly doses that didn’t reach American streets and more than enough to kill everyone in the United States.” DEA statistics show that six out of 10 fentanyl-laced pills entering the country in 2022 contained a potentially lethal dose of fentanyl, up from a rate of four out of 10 in 2021. Given the low cost of production, the cartels have every incentive to continue manufacturing fentanyl at scale. Milgram recently told the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee, “It costs the cartels as little as 10 cents to produce a fentanyl-laced fake prescription pill that is sold in the United States for as much as $10 to $30 per pill. As a result, the cartels make billions of dollars from trafficking fentanyl into the United States.” Snodgrass told the House Committee on Homeland Security in September 2023, “Alaska is being targeted by drug cartels due to the money that they can make in my state, particularly in rural, predominantly Alaska native, communities. One pill in an Alaskan village can cost $80. That same pill sold in a large American city costs $10.”

West Virginia Attorney General Patrick Morrisey has also described the massive profit margins fentanyl provides the cartels:

“However, a new and pressing threat comes in the form of pure fentanyl backpacked across the Southwest border in between points of entry. A single backpack can easily contain 10 kilograms or more of pure fentanyl, with a street value of nearly $20 million and enough potentially lethal doses to kill 5,000,000 Americans. With industrial-scale illegal fentanyl

production now occurring in Mexico, these backpack loads can cost less [than] $50,000 for drug cartels to produce.  

**Young People as Victims of the Fentanyl Crisis**

In the United States, exposure to fentanyl is increasingly a crisis for the most innocent among us—children and young people. In 2021, 133 children under three years of age died from opioid-related causes, according to federal mortality data, up from 67 in 2020 and 51 in 2019. Synthetic opioids, of which fentanyl is the most prevalent, accounted for most of the fatalities. Pediatric deaths from fentanyl increased more than 30-fold between 2013 and 2021, according to the Yale School of Medicine’s Julie Gaither. Nearly half of the deaths occurred at home and the majority of them were deemed unintentional.

The synthetic opioid was involved in 884 adolescent deaths in 2021—up from 253 just two years earlier, according to a 2022 report published by the Journal of the American Medical Association. Gaither noted, “It’s really hard to get data on exactly what happens with the younger kids, but anecdotal evidence is that it only takes a small amount to be deadly. So small kids can touch the drug and then put their fingers in their mouths.” Nine out of 10 deaths she documented were among teenagers aged 15-19. Overall, more than 1,500 young people under the age of 20 died from fentanyl poisonings in 2021, more than four times as many as in 2018.

The emergence of “rainbow fentanyl”—brightly colored pills, powders, and blocks made to look like candy—has created an even greater risk for kids. The DEA issued an alert in August 2022 about rainbow fentanyl, saying this form of the drug had been seized in 26 states that month. The DEA also warned that this brightly colored fentanyl is being used to target and drive addiction in young Americans.

For example, just before Halloween in 2022, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department apprehended a suspect at Los Angeles International Airport carrying around 12,000 fentanyl pills, which were concealed in SweeTARTS, Skittles, and Whoppers candy boxes. The
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department warned, “With Halloween approaching, parents need to make sure they are checking their kids’ candy and not allowing them to eat anything until it has been inspected by them.”

Innocent young Americans who had no intention of ever ingesting fentanyl are being particularly impacted by its spread, particularly when they experiment with other drugs they are unaware have been laced with fentanyl by the cartels. “There is a general consensus that the overdose deaths involving fentanyl among kids, whether young kids or teens, are primarily unintentional,” said Linda Richter, senior vice president at the Partnership to End Addiction. “Among younger children, access to pills or substances laced with fentanyl that are left within their reach is the main culprit.” She added, “For older adolescents, the culprit is more likely a lack of awareness that the pill they are intentionally taking contains fentanyl.”

**Tragic Cases of Fentanyl Poisoning**

In August 2021, the Lavenir family was staying at a Florida Airbnb rental unit while vacationing from France, when 19-month-old Enora Lavenir was found unresponsive by her mother in the bedroom where she was taking a nap. The Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Office and Medical Examiner’s Office later determined that Enora had gone into cardiac arrest due to toxic levels of fentanyl in her blood.

The family’s lawsuit against Airbnb alleges that a previous guest rented the unit and left fentanyl behind. He had brought, or permitted others to bring, “illicit drugs” into the unit, including cocaine, fentanyl and marijuana, which were consumed throughout the premises, including the bedrooms and kitchen, according to the lawsuit.

---

19-month-old Enora Lavenir was poisoned by fentanyl in a rental unit while on a family vacation in Florida.
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In testimony before the House Committee on Homeland Security in February 2023, Rebecca Kiessling, who lost both her sons to fentanyl poisoning in 2020, stressed that the Biden administration’s border policies were only putting more young people at risk:

“This should not be politicized. It’s not about race. Fentanyl doesn’t care about race. You talk about welcoming those crossing our border seeking protection? You’re welcoming drug dealers across our border. You’re giving them protection. You’re not protecting our children.”

Following Kiessling’s testimony, Biden laughingly shrugged off the family’s tragedy, saying, “That fentanyl they took came during the last administration.”

Rebecca Kiessling lost her sons Caleb and Kyler to fentanyl poisoning. They never even knew they had ingested fentanyl. (Sources: Drew Angerer/Getty Images and Kiessling family photo)

In September 2023, tragedy struck another family, this time in New York. On Friday, Sept. 16, 2023, 21-month-old Nicholas Feliz Dominici and several other children were believed to have been exposed to fentanyl during their naptime at a daycare facility in the Bronx. While the other three children were treated and survived, medical professionals were unable to save little Nicholas’ life. Law enforcement investigating the incident found “less than a kilo’s worth of fentanyl, along with more than one kilo press” inside an apartment within the facility. A kilo press is a device “commonly used by drug dealers when packaging large quantities of drugs,” according to Joseph Kenny, chief of detectives for the New York City Police Department.

---
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Per the New York Times, “Ms. Dominici described looking at Nicholas’s crib, new clothes he had not worn and toys she had been waiting to give him. She said she wondered what she would do with them now. ‘He shouldn’t have died like that,’ she said.”

These stories are all too familiar for many other parents who have lost their children from fentanyl poisoning.

- 15-year-old Noah Dunn died from fentanyl poisoning in August 2022 after taking a Percocet pill that contained four times the lethal dose of fentanyl. Noah’s father, Brandon, testified before the House Judiciary Committee in February 2023, asking, “How many pounds of fentanyl are coming across the thousands of miles of sparsely policed or monitored southern border?”

- In May 2022, Peggy Adams lost her son Devin, a young man who fought a courageous battle against addiction as a teenager and into his adult years, to fentanyl poisoning. In a testimonial shared with the House Committee on Homeland Security in August 2023, Adams said her son “was so full of joy and he had a gift to make people laugh and feel much better about themselves just by being around him. ... In my opinion, this is far more of an epidemic than what we dealt with in the pandemic yet our government doesn’t seem to care.”

- On Oct. 26, 2021, Snodgrass lost her son Bruce to fentanyl poisoning. According to her testimony before the House Committee on Homeland Security in September 2023, “He was poisoned by fentanyl on that cold October day in a wooded area within shouting distance of a McDonald’s drive-thru. ... He was a wilderness survival expert. He was safe in the backcountry of Alaska. He was not safe in his own hometown.” She later told the Committee, “I am not ever going to be okay again. Never will I be okay again from the loss of my child.”

---
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WATCH: Arizona County Official Recounts Heartbreaking Story of Woman Who Lost Her Son to Fentanyl

There are thousands of stories like this each year now in the United States of America. How many other innocent young Americans are being exposed to deadly drugs like fentanyl thanks to Mayorkas’ open-borders policies? The sad reality is that no American is safe from the scourge of fentanyl on his watch and under his policies.

After a wave of teen fentanyl overdoses, a Texas community grapples with shock and anger at the epidemic's toll

A rash of overdoses has brought shock and anger to families in Carrollton and become a sobering reminder of how rampantly fentanyl has made its way to young people in recent years.
Fentanyl and the Impact on U.S. Service Members

The impact of the fentanyl crisis on the men and women of the U.S. military has also been devastating. According to a report in June 2023 from the Washington Post, fentanyl “caused a record number of fatal overdoses among soldiers in 2021.”71 Numbers obtained by the Post from the Department of Defense (DOD) showed that the U.S. Army alone lost 127 soldiers to fentanyl poisonings between 2015-2022—more than double the number of Army personnel killed in Afghanistan in that time.72

Per the DOD’s numbers, fentanyl killed at least 27 soldiers in 2021, the most in any of those years, and the substance was responsible for more than half of drug-related deaths between 2017-2021 in the Army.73 The average age of those killed by the drug was just below 26 years old.74

The Open-Borders Connection to the Fentanyl Crisis

But this fentanyl is not just coming across in a vacuum. Mayorkas’ open-borders policies are directly linked to the rising fentanyl crisis ravaging the country. The record seizures at the border, both between the ports and at the ports, indicate increased efforts by the cartels to traffic their product into the United States. Mark Dannels, sheriff of Cochise County, Arizona, told one media outlet in August 2023 that law enforcement was only scratching the surface on intercepting illicit drugs like fentanyl pouring across the border:

“‘When it comes to what’s coming through the Tucson sector, which we are a part of, we’re only touching it. I can promise you we are only touching it,’ Sheriff Mark Dannels of Cochise County said.

“‘It means it’s getting through us, there’s no doubt. I mean everybody talks about that wearing a badge. It’s getting through us because we have limited resources,’ Dannels added.”75

Smuggling between the ports of entry is a particularly critical problem, because there simply is no way to know how much fentanyl the cartels are flooding across through these increasingly unguarded areas,76 and there is less infrastructure in place to stop the cartels from doing so.

While it is true that most of the fentanyl seized by CBP is intercepted at official ports of entry, this is because those facilities are equipped for that very purpose. Naturally, seizures will be higher in locations designed to seize drugs. Border Patrol agents, who operate between the ports, do not have the benefit of such infrastructure. Indeed, former immigration judge Andrew Arthur
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explained in August 2023 testimony to the House Judiciary Committee just how thinly stretched Border Patrol agents are on their best day:

“At the end of FY 2020 (the last year for which staffing statistics are available), there were fewer than 17,000 Border Patrol agents stationed along the 1,954-mile Southwest border.

“On paper, that equals out to roughly 8.64 agents per mile, but in reality, agents work shifts of approximately 50 hours per week. That means fewer than 30 percent of those agents are on the line at any given time, reducing staffing down to about 2.57 agents per mile.

“Even that figure, however, does not adequately represent the actual number of agents who are “on the line”—that is, actively preventing the illicit entry of drug mules and human traffickers and smugglers—at the border at any given time.”

Additionally, federal officials believe they only apprehend about 10 percent or fewer of all the fentanyl coming across the Southwest border—an important qualifier. As Rodney Scott, former chief of the Border Patrol, testified to the House Committee on Homeland Security in June 2023, “The metric needs to be how much is available in our cities and there’s no shortage.”

Finally, by definition, seized fentanyl is also not what is slipping past undetected and poisoning Americans. Some certainly gets through the ports, but national security experts, law enforcement personnel, and Border Patrol agents themselves have cited smuggling between the ports in the wake of the historic border crisis as a key driver of the rising fentanyl crisis.

One Border Patrol agent told the press in February 2023, “We know fentanyl is coming through because of our intelligence from sources in Mexico, interrogations (interviews) with smugglers and drawer/dragwash images. Illegal aliens are carrying narcotics in their back packs or duffel bags. The cartel is going to choose the easiest and least secure route depending on the size of the load. Do you think that’s going to be at a port of entry or in-between?” National Border Patrol Council (NBPC) Vice President Art Del Cueto has said “it’s obvious that a lot of these drugs are coming in between the ports.”

Roy Boyd, sheriff of Texas’ Goliad County, has said that if people “believe that fentanyl is only being smuggled in through ports of entry, I have a bridge I’d like to sell them.” A South Texas sheriff told members of the House Committee on Homeland Security in March 2023, “A lot of

---
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narcotics are coming through between the ports of entry, and I know that because I've done operations for 18 years."83

Early in the days of the crisis, Gloria Chavez, then-El Paso Sector chief patrol agent, told NBC News, “For the first time, we’re starting to see these tactics where fentanyl is being smuggled between ports of entry. Cartels are very creative. They find ways to intimidate migrants and find ways to illegally have them transport that narcotic into the United States.”84 Her counterpart in the Tucson Sector, John Modlin, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in July 2023 that early in 2023, a majority of the fentanyl seizures in his sector were taking place in the field, as opposed to major checkpoints.85

With fewer Border Patrol agents performing their primary mission of securing the border, instead performing administrative functions like processing and releasing illegal aliens, the cartels have more gaps to exploit.86 They frequently use sophisticated tactics like pushing one group of illegal aliens across the border in one sector, knowing Border Patrol agents will respond, and then smuggling drugs like fentanyl across in the unguarded sections of border their initial tactics created.87

Former Border Patrol Chief Scott has made this clear. In a letter to Senate leadership on Sept. 11, 2021, he wrote that the cartels are taking advantage of Mayorkas’ open-borders policies to smuggle illicit drugs across the border:

“[I]llegal entries are being scripted and controlled by Plaza Bosses that work directly for the transnational criminal organizations (TCO) to create controllable gaps in border security. These gaps are then exploited to easily smuggle contraband, criminals, or even potential terrorists into the U.S. at will. Even when [Border Patrol] detects the illegal entry, agents are spread so thin that they often lack the capability to make a timely interdiction.”88

Mayorkas’ policies have ceded unprecedented control of the Southwest border to the cartels and smuggling organizations.89 As they push record numbers of illegal aliens across the border, stretching Border Patrol resources to—and often past—the breaking point, they have increased their ability to push drugs like fentanyl across, as well. They have been emboldened to test CBP
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resources at the ports of entry and Border Patrol’s weak spots between them. As a result, record numbers of Americans are dying, families are being destroyed, and communities ripped apart.

“It’s quite frankly a tsunami of death that is crashing into the United States over our southern border. It’s killing Americans wholesale and it’s just an epic slaughter manufactured by the cartels. If you don’t secure the border it’s going to continue,” said Collin County’s Skinner. Indeed, Border Patrol Chief Jason Owens tweeted on Sept. 26, 2023, that Border Patrol agents had seized more than 2,700 pounds of fentanyl between the ports of entry so far in FY23, more than enough to kill every single American—and that’s just what was intercepted. The amount of fentanyl being smuggled across the Southwest border between the ports of entry is a deadly problem.

Texas Rep. Brian Babin said it best in March 2022, when he gave voice to the opinion of millions of Americans: “I wish someone from the Biden administration could explain to me how enforcing our immigration laws and securing our borders is cruel or inhumane. The inhumanity is that loving mothers and fathers all over this country will never hear their children’s voices again because they were unintentionally exposed to this deadly poison of fentanyl.”

---

91 Chief Jason Owens [@USBPChief], “By the tons...! With Fiscal Year 23 coming to a close in just a few days (Sept. 30th), so far the USBP has seized 69,000+ lbs. of narcotics between the ports of entry, including: - 40,000+ lbs. of Marijuana - 13,000+ lbs. of Meth - 11,000+ lbs. of Cocaine - 2,700+ lbs. of Fentanyl,” Tweet, Twitter, September 26, 2023, https://twitter.com/USBPChief/status/170666982864669076.
Section 2: The Toll on Border Patrol Agents and Other Law Enforcement

Perhaps no professional group has been hit harder by Mayorkas’ border crisis than federal, state, and local law enforcement. Law enforcement officers, who every day put on the uniform to protect their fellow citizens and defend the rule of law, have been forced into impossible situations. Some, like the men and women of CBP and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), have had their hands tied by Mayorkas’ radical, nonsensical, and anti-enforcement policies.

Others, like local sheriffs and police departments, have been forced to deal with a seemingly unstoppable wave of crime and destabilizing behavior in their communities—with no end in sight. The burdens placed on local and state law enforcement have been immense. In April 2021, for example, Democratic Sheriff Joe Frank Martinez of Val Verde County, Texas, wrote, “Prior to the beginning of the year, our deputies were involved in assisting Border Patrol two or three times a month. Now, it happens four or five times a day, around the clock.” Sheriff Raymundo Del Bosque of Zapata County, Texas, said in July 2021, “Right now, Zapata (County) has limited resources and we need all the help we can get during this crisis. It is overwhelming to my officers.”

Suicides Among CBP and Border Patrol Personnel

Border Patrol agents and CBP personnel have borne the brunt of the trauma caused by this historic border crisis. Then-Border Patrol Chief Ortiz and National Border Patrol Council Vice President Chris Cabrera told the House Committee on Homeland Security in March 2023 that 17 CBP personnel committed suicide in 2022—the highest total in 13 years. CBP reported another eight suicides in 2020 and 11 in 2021. Tragically, three Border Patrol agents took their lives within three weeks of each other in November 2022.

CBP started recording suicide statistics in 2007. Between then and the publication of this report, the agency has lost at least 152 men and women to suicide. Around 40 of them have been lost in the last two years.

---
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Texas Rep. Tony Gonzales, who represents a district that is home to thousands of CBP personnel, has made clear how the current crisis is impacting them, saying in December 2022, “Work has gotten very difficult on them. I’ve seen it in their faces. I’ve heard it in their voices for months now. It’s almost, ‘How much can a person take?’ And often, they’ve taken a lot before they break.” A week later, Gonzales said at a press conference, “What they have been exposed to 100 percent has an impact on you.”

ABC News spoke with a CBP employee named Sal the same month, following more headlines about Border Patrol suicides. In a far-reaching discussion about his own battle with depression, he echoed Gonzales, saying, “Whatever crisis the nation is facing, we face it first. Whether it’s this big surge of migrants, whether it’s dealing with the first contact with people with COVID or other disease or whatever is going on. We’re the ones that come see it first, and those things are all contributing factors.”

Cabrera also told the Committee, “We see a lot of stuff out there that the average person doesn’t see. What hits folks the hardest is what happens with the children. ... It’s a difficult job. It’s increasingly getting harder by the fact that we’re not put in a position to do the job that we were trained to do.”

Shortly after the deaths of the three Border Patrol agents last November, the former immigration judge Arthur penned a passionate response to the tragedy. In it, he explained that one of the reasons so many agents believe themselves alone and without hope is because of the immense stress the Biden administration’s policies have caused, and the complete lack of support they believe they have from their leadership. In short, the mission they believe in “has now become a veritable punchline for many in this administration.”

“Respectfully, even assuming the system was ‘broken’ when Mayorkas arrived, the secretary has done nothing to ‘fix’ it. Instead, he has smashed it into a million little pieces that he then trampled and buried into a 12-foot-deep ditch he and the president’s other advisors have dug and covered over.

“Mayorkas doesn’t have to deal with the administration’s border failures, except at congressional hearings that have been too few and far between under Democratic leadership. The agents do, and as 14 lost lives in a year suggest, they are suffering.”

The words of former Border Patrol Chief Scott carry even more profound perspective when he says that the crisis at the Southwest border has driven this problem across the force. In a
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December 2022 interview, Scott explained, “All you’re doing day after day after day is going in and processing and releasing people that you know by law that you signed up to keep out of the country. They know they’re leaving hundreds of miles of border open now and stuff is coming through.”

“On top of family pressures and tight schedules, agents see things most people hope to never see. Immigrants who are trafficked and abused. Drownings, vehicle accidents, injuries. ‘Think of it like sandpaper—so it’s constantly rubbing against you, and if you don’t... rebuild that with something... you can get out of balance,’ said Scott.

“As illegal activity at the border has increased, Scott says agents get less time to decompress at work. It’s nonstop. ‘You literally go straight from this work environment to home, and you’re trying to manage that transition.’”

In May 2023, the DHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) released a report documenting how the record surge of illegal aliens across the border has negatively impacted the psychological health and morale of CBP and ICE officials.

The OIG’s report found that the immense workload the crisis has forced on CBP and ICE personnel has caused them to miss out on time with their families, with one respondent commenting, “Parents are missing 30% of the year, and [are] unable to participate in many family functions. This causes much stress on the parents and children,” while another told the OIG, “We need more staff and better shifts that allow for more time off with families. Divorce rates and suicides are rampant in the agency.” One ICE officer, talking about the stress of being deployed on details away from home, even said, “[The agency forces] a ridiculous ‘anti-suicide’ app onto our phones which cannot be deleted yet make us leave our homes and live in a hotel where we can’t even eat healthily. This nightmare is forced upon us without a care of our mental or physical health.”

Mayra Cantu, the wife of a Border Patrol agent stationed in the Rio Grande Valley Sector, explained to members of the House Committee on Homeland Security in a September 2023 hearing how things have changed for the Border Patrol community under Mayorkas, and how spouses and agents must regularly check on one another now:

“I can tell you that our community within the Border Patrol has been so affected that now we actually get phone calls of agents on that last straw, trying to speak to my husband that they’re on the verge, that they’re on the verge of taking their life. That was unheard of. This is recent.
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“We have to check up on everybody now. We call agents that we haven’t spoken to in a while just to make sure how they’re doing. This is real. The frustration every single day at your job is real. They are not used to the amount of stories that they hear, the amount of frustration, the amount of adding on everything else in life. … We do what we can do just for ourselves and that feels lonely, that you don’t have somebody that’s going to support you like our own government.”

Suicide is a tragic, heartbreaking reality that has impacted millions of Americans across the country, and it should never be politicized. Biden and Mayorkas are not directly responsible for these tragic events over the past two years. But Americans must understand the consequences of this administration’s policies that have opened the border if we are to help the men and women tasked with securing the border and enforcing the law. They deserve nothing less.

**Putting Border Patrol and Law Enforcement Officers at Risk**

One of the stressors caused by the increasingly open border is the need for an ever-increasing number of search-and-rescue operations. CBP personnel routinely take heroic action to save individuals from dehydration, drowning in the Rio Grande River, and being callously tossed over the border wall by smugglers. Often, these efforts place the agents themselves in peril.
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**"As Things Got Worse at the Border, So Did My Husband:” Border Patrol Spouse Testifies to the Impact of Mayorkas’ Policies on Her Family**

An Unbearable Price: The Devastating Human Costs of the Biden-Mayorkas Border Crisis,” Homeland Security Committee Events, YouTube video, 3:41:16, September 13, 2023, [https://www.youtube.com/live/rPhbuOTSzHc?si=olPOoCMx7mZHcf&t=13276](https://www.youtube.com/live/rPhbuOTSzHc?si=olPOoCMx7mZHcf&t=13276).
The demand placed on the men and women of the Border Patrol and CBP’s Air and Marine Operations (AMO) is a direct result of the historic number of people putting themselves in danger to cross the border and enter the country illegally.

As of Sept. 15, 2023, CBP personnel had conducted an astounding 32,754 rescues in FY23. In FY22, CBP conducted 22,522 rescue operations nationwide, and 13,256 in FY21—the vast majority by Border Patrol agents. The Border Patrol’s Modlin tweeted on May 25, 2023, that in just 72 hours, his agents had performed 60 rescues. He told the House Committee on Homeland Security in July 2023 “rescues have increased significantly,” and that his Arizona sector is seeing “a tremendous amount of calls for them.” He noted some rescues involve Border Patrol agents responding to situations where illegal aliens are not in imminent danger, but many of the ones in his sector are “incredibly dangerous rescues.”

By comparison, CBP conducted 5,255 such operations in FY20, and even given the temporary crisis in FY19, rescues totaled 5,297. A review of CBP data from FY11-FY18 shows that combined search-and-rescue operations from those years totaled 19,860, an average of 2,482 a year, and almost 3,000 fewer operations than CBP conducted just in FY22. And as noted by Gregory Bovino, chief patrol agent for the Border Patrol’s El Centro Sector, in July 2023, a single operation does not mean just one person was rescued, but rather, “It could be a group of 30 individuals” rescued.
American efforts to save lives sometimes end in tragedy. In 2022, Texas National Guardsman Bishop Evans tragically lost his life trying to save two individuals who were drowning in the Rio Grande near Eagle Pass, Texas. He saved their lives, but a few days after the incident, Texas Rangers determined that both individuals “were involved in illicit transnational narcotics trafficking.”

Simply doing their jobs to enforce the law also puts these brave men and women of state and federal law enforcement at risk, as well. In November 2022, Marine Interdiction Agent Michael Maceda was killed off the coast of Puerto Rico after being shot while boarding a vessel suspected of carrying drugs. In December 2022, Border Patrol agent Raul Gonzalez was killed while attempting to apprehend a group of illegal aliens near Mission, Texas.

Many other Border Patrol agents routinely face the threat of assault by illegal aliens. Aaron Heitke, then-chief patrol agent for the San Diego Sector, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in May 2023 that the risks to his agents increased along with the higher flow of illegal aliens across the border, that assaults on his agents had increased in recent years, and that “physically combative” illegal aliens have even attacked agents “with boards or other things.”

According to El Paso Sector Chief Patrol Agent Anthony “Scott” Good, “We’ve seen a lot of...people throwing rocks at agents and their vehicles. They’ve also been very, or more likely, in
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recent years to fight agents in order to evade arrest, like physically fight them. And more and more load drivers are armed now.” Good further informed the House Committee on Homeland Security that the increase in such violent incidents began within the last two or three years.

In an interview with the Committee in April 2023, Big Bend Sector Chief Patrol Agent Sean McGoffin said that those who attempt to evade apprehension represent an additional potential threat to agents: “We don’t know if it’s a criminal record or it’s just simply their desire to continue their travel. I mean, we never know. We always treat it as you have to be careful with the individual who is running from you because you don’t know what they’re going to do and you don’t know their background.” Jason Owens, then-chief patrol agent for the Del Rio Sector, told the Committee in May 2023 that the nature of the job presents inherent risks to agents:

“When [Border Patrol agents] go out on patrol, a lot of the time, their backup may not know exactly where they are, and if they do, they may be several minutes away. Whenever they go out on an encounter, a lot of times, they are vastly outnumbered. And people that they encounter are a mix of good people simply coming and looking for a better way of life or bad actors that would do them or the communities harm. And they have to exercise judgment and treat everybody accordingly in a split-second notice.”

Border Patrol agents also literally put themselves in the line of fire when rescuing aliens. A CBP press release from May 19, 2023, recounted two separate incidents of gunfire that month in the vicinity of agents responding to crossings and rendering aid in the San Diego Sector. After agents in the San Diego Sector were fired upon while attempting to apprehend a group of illegal aliens in August 2023, Patricia McGurk-Daniel, chief patrol agent for the sector, said, “Smuggling organizations are becoming desperate and escalating their level of violence because of the work being performed by U.S. Border Patrol agents.” On Aug. 18, 2023, Border Patrol Chief Owens tweeted, “USBP agents in El Paso Sector came under fire while arresting 3 subjects as 2 others fled back into Mexico. Fortunately, nobody was injured, but these are the very real dangers our agents face every day on the frontline.”

The heroism of the men and women who sign on the dotted line to serve and protect their fellow countrymen is unparalleled. Tragically, the policies of Secretary Mayorkas spurn that heroism.
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Exposure to COVID-19

CBP personnel are at the frontlines of the nation’s security every single day, and therefore, they have been forced to contend with the COVID-19 pandemic in a way very few others in the country have been. Border Patrol agents have apprehended millions of illegal aliens on Mayorkas’ watch, including during the period when the virus’ aggressive Delta variant was raging across the country. Whether those aliens were expelled immediately under the CDC’s Title 42 public health order, or processed and later released into the country, Border Patrol agents and other CBP personnel were forced to interact with them on a daily basis in crowded and potentially unsafe conditions.

Many of these illegal aliens also traveled to the border in large groups, through countries with little public health infrastructure, and in settings where the virus—let alone other communicable diseases—could easily spread.\(^{133}\)

Border Patrol agents and CBP officers have been forced to bear the brunt of this public health emergency. Public safety officers who die from COVID-19 are now considered “line of duty” deaths, per a law passed by Congress in 2021.\(^{134}\) CBP’s own numbers show 51 total “line of duty” deaths in 2020 and 2021, most of them presumably from COVID-19.\(^{135}\) Meanwhile, numerous other agents were sidelined from their jobs due to quarantine requirements, even as the crisis was raging, further compounding the growing catastrophe by reducing the number agents available to secure the border.\(^{136}\)

A later section of this report will detail the broader public health consequences of Mayorkas’ open-borders policies in the context of COVID-19, but in the context of law enforcement, perhaps former CBP Acting Commissioner Morgan said it best:

“Since the pandemic began, thousands of CBP personnel have been quarantined, degrading CBP’s ability to operate, while many others have been placed in intensive care at local hospitals, fighting for their lives. But the Biden administration hasn’t let data, public health, or countless COVID-related deaths slow down its America-last agenda.”\(^{137}\)
**Plummeting Morale and Staffing Issues at CBP and ICE**

The specific findings of the aforementioned May 2023 OIG report show a number of additional cracks forming in a DHS workforce suffering greatly from the stresses being placed on it by Mayorkas’ policies. The report’s topline was sobering:

“Based on interviews and survey responses from 9,311 law enforcement personnel, the details and overtime have negatively impacted the health and morale of law enforcement personnel, who feel overworked and unable to perform their primary law enforcement duties.”

Driving the plummeting morale and declining mental health of DHS law enforcement personnel is the strain Mayorkas’ border crisis is placing on the entire workforce. CBP and ICE personnel regularly reported that their agencies were not appropriately staffed to deal with the crisis, and that they were not being allowed to do the law enforcement jobs they signed up to do:

“Our interviews and survey comments showed staff frustration and lower morale related to changing policies, especially when the respondents felt the changes were inconsistent with their law enforcement duties. In the view of some law enforcement personnel these policies have made it difficult for them to enforce the laws and carry out their mission; one said they felt as if they were doing their job ‘with one hand tied behind [their] back.’”

In the report, one agent vented frustration at being prevented “from doing the other part of the duties/responsibilities we were hired for, which is deterring or apprehending individuals that have made an illegal entry into the United States.” When asked during a transcribed interview with the House Committee on Homeland Security if he had heard similar complaints voiced by his agents in the El Paso Sector, Chief Patrol Agent Good confirmed that he had, as did Joel Martinez, chief patrol agent for the Laredo Sector. Jason Owens, now chief of the Border Patrol, told Committee staff in May 2023 he had also heard agents use the “one hand tied behind their back” expression.

The resulting stress on the men and women of CBP and ICE has spiraled out of control, with the OIG report concluding that approximately a quarter of the agents surveyed could be expected to leave the force unless changes were made. The reason? “…[S]truggles with carrying out their law enforcement duties as well as morale as issues influencing their decision to either leave or retire.”
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Large majorities of both Border Patrol and ICE personnel surveyed also told the OIG that their duty locations were simply not equipped to handle the historic surge of illegal aliens:

“Even more respondents, 88 percent (5,362) of CBP respondents and 88 percent (2,810) of ICE respondents, indicated that in their opinion, their current duty locations are not adequately staffed during migrant surges. According to CBP personnel, Border Patrol stations and ports of entry are severely understaffed and running with a ‘skeleton crew’ to ensure migrants are processed and port lanes remain open.”

According to then-San Diego Sector chief Heitke, the massive groups of illegal aliens turning themselves in to Border Patrol agents to be processed and released represents a major drain on agents’ morale, because it prevents them from doing the job for which they signed up:

“[T]he reason I came in, and the reason all of our agents came in, is for national security and to protect the country....[T]he ultimate goal is that we’re able to identify and take care of everything that illegally crosses into the country. When we have enormous amounts of people that we’re dealing with, it limits the ability to perform that function. So, we are dealing with large groups of people and losing more people that get away.

“That has a negative impact on the agents, because, yes, it’s important to take care of the people that are coming in, but they also know that it limits their ability to perform their ultimate national security mission of those that are really trying to get away. And that has a negative impact on morale.”

Further, he explained, agents being pulled off the line to process illegal aliens, and then seeing them released, impacts morale. Bovino confirmed to the Committee that agents under his command had expressed that they have not felt able to “effectuate a consequence” to illegal entry in recent years. Modlin told the Committee that agents seeing the historic numbers of illegal aliens in their sector was “demoralizing.”

Cantu testified to the House Committee on Homeland Security in September 2023 that the unprecedented crisis at the Southwest border had completely changed the job for many Border Patrol agents, saying, “A lot of duties have been taken away from our Border Patrol agents, the duties that they learned at their academy to do. Now they’ve been just diluted because of the simple concept of the border is open. Now it’s too hard for our agents.”

One source reported to the New York Post in August 2023, that staffing issues for the Border Patrol are not surprising—“No one wants to do this. They [the migrants] commit a federal crime, we charge them, they don’t get convicted. They don’t get sent back. They get a credible fear
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interview, they get an [asylum] court date years from now. We never hear anything more than that. The administration is not going to help us.”

Other agents reported to the OIG that DHS placed even more burdens on them to give policymakers false impressions of the situation at the border, with one agent saying, “every time a visit took place, they would transport migrants away ‘and make this place look fit and proper to code.’ Once the visit was over, the agent wrote, ‘[W]e go right back to over filled pods and lack of staff and equipment to handle the situation.’”

Yet, despite these striking findings about the state of the CBP and ICE workforces, the May 2023 OIG report also showed DHS failed to address a key recommendation regarding the affected agencies, leaving it open and unresolved, with the department also actively pushing back against the OIG’s methodology in conducting the report. Mayorkas simply refuses to accept responsibility for the damage he has done and continues to do to the men and women of his own department.

In another OIG report, this one also published in May 2023, the watchdog further found that regular deployment of Border Patrol agents stationed at the northern border’s Swanton Sector to the Southwest border was also undermining morale:

“Border Patrol officials in the Swanton sector said mandatory details to the Southwest border, which started early in FY 2021, have affected recruitment, retention, and morale. Swanton sector officials said they had difficulty filling positions because agents were aware their duties would include frequent details to the Southwest border. They also reported that some agents working in the sector have retired at the minimum age or left for other work in other agencies because of the details. Officials said the heavy burden on spouses and children when agents are detailed has affected morale among families.”
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In her testimony, Cantu further explained to members of the Committee how agents are affected every day by the tragic stories they are told by those crossing the border:

“Imagine this—A child who has just been through a horrible, traumatizing journey—may have possibly been raped or tortured by bad people—has now gained the trust of a Border Patrol agent. The child decides to vent to this agent and pours out every emotion he or she has been holding back. Now this child looks up at this agent for comfort, for answers. What could this agent possibly tell this child? Our agents are fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters. They are real humans with human emotions, emotions like anger, frustration, sadness, sympathy, and every emotion you or I would feel if we heard those stories.

“Today I ask Mr. Mayorkas...You knew our agents were going to be the first in line to handle these traumatized individuals. What was the plan for them? ... What are you doing now, two-and-a-half years later?”

According to Cantu, “The burden of not being able to help or fix the problems at work becomes so overwhelming it consumes an agent’s mind to the point where he lashes out in anger.”

In addition to his actions and policies, Mayorkas’ words have contributed to declining morale. Many in CBP observed his treatment of the mounted Border Patrol agents in Del Rio and concluded that Mayorkas was actively against those who tried to do their jobs and enforce the law. According to former Border Patrol Chief Scott, “When he disciplined those agents, that sent a resounding message throughout the entire workforce, that not only did he not have your back, he was out for you.”

Multiple chief patrol agents told the House Committee on Homeland Security that Mayorkas’ slander had long-lasting ramifications for the force, as well.

The NBPC publicly called for Mayorkas to resign in October 2022, following revelations that despite being informed the agents in Del Rio had not “whipped” illegal aliens attempting to cross the border, he went to the White House podium hours later and continued to push the dishonest narrative that they had.
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The findings in the OIG investigations echo recent reports and accounts of Border Patrol agents’ interactions with senior DHS leadership, including Mayorkas himself. NewsNation correspondent Ali Bradley obtained video of a January 2022 visit by Mayorkas to Laredo, Texas, during which former chief Ortiz was also present. Agents were visibly frustrated and angry, challenging Ortiz on their increasing role as processors, and their inability to do the law enforcement jobs for which they signed up.\(^{162}\) One agent directly confronted Ortiz, saying, “For evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing. That’s exactly what’s happening here. Good men are doing nothing.”\(^{163}\) Ortiz openly acknowledged that morale was at an all-time low, but accused agents of “getting bogged down in the policies and the politics.”

WATCH: Border Patrol Agents Confront Then-Chief Raul Ortiz About Open-Borders Policies

Border Patrol agents have spoken frankly about their frustrations to the press, as well, with one telling the Washington Examiner in June 2022, “Under Biden, things are the worst they have ever been by far. Agents are calling in all the time. You always hear, ‘It doesn’t matter,’ or, ‘What’s the point?’ in reference to doing our job. Agents are afraid of ending up on the news for doing their
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job or getting in trouble for doing their job. There is no morale.”164 Another agent bluntly declared, “[I]t feels like we’re committing a crime by allowing all these people into our country” rather than promptly removing or detaining those entering illegally.165

Scott has also testified to Congress that many CBP personnel have been made to feel like smugglers by Mayorkas’ “catch-and-release” policies:

“I’m hesitant to, to blame the border crisis on any specific death or suicide, but I want people to think about this. Every law enforcement [agent] has to make decisions. He misses birthdays, he misses soccer games, just because of the schedules they work. There’s a lot of family tension. But historically, that agent, that officer’s been able to go home and say ‘I’m protecting America. I’m doing this so that our kids can have a better life.’

“This administration makes Border Patrol agents and many CBP officers feel like smugglers. They no longer have that intrinsic mission that they can justify to their spouse, to their kids, of why they miss those important events. I believe that has cascading effects in many areas and can potentially be a factor in the suicide.”166

It should be little wonder that morale has cratered—and Mayorkas’ words, policies, and actions are the obvious culprit.

---
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Section 3: Illegal Alien Impacts on Crime and Public Safety

The impacts of Mayorkas’ open-borders policies on crime and public safety in American communities cannot be understated. The number of criminal illegal aliens apprehended by the Border Patrol has skyrocketed since Mayorkas took office, including those guilty of violent offenses like homicide, sexual assault, and domestic violence. Law enforcement is “completely overrun on the Southwest border,” according to Jaeson Jones, a former captain with the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS), who testified before the House Committee on Homeland Security in July 2023 about the increasing control wielded by the criminal cartels at the Southwest border. And Americans are becoming victims of illegal alien crime on a regular basis, as DHS continues to release unvetted aliens, including gang members and convicted criminals, into the interior.

Understanding Illegal Alien Crimes in Context

Before examining the occurrences and impacts of illegal alien crime, it is important to dispel a myth relied upon by many to downplay this issue—that illegal alien crime rates supposedly lag behind those of Americans.

It is a misleading claim for several reasons. First, studies claiming it as fact are inescapably flawed, because most cities and states do not keep or publish data on criminals’ immigration status, rendering suspect any conclusions drawn from what data is available. Second, many such studies may not include the crimes of obtaining and using false identification or unlawfully accessing benefits available to Americans. Third, the claim is morally misguided. Even if it were true, it would not diminish the impact of the crimes illegal aliens do commit—indeed, it would be morally bankrupt to argue that illegal alien crime would be more unacceptable only if rates were higher.

On the merits of the claim itself, some studies have shown that illegal alien crime rates could be even higher than those of American citizens. One such study in 2019—well before Mayorkas threw open the borders to all manner of illegal aliens—found that in a review of border states and states with the highest illegal alien populations, based on publicly available data from the federal State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP), “illegal aliens are incarcerated at a much higher rate than citizens and lawfully-present aliens,” and “illegal aliens are typically at least three times as likely to be incarcerated than citizens and lawfully-present aliens.” One organization has reported that Texas DPS data shows aliens have higher conviction rates than citizens for serious crimes such as homicide and sexual assault.
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But most importantly, crimes committed by illegal aliens should not have happened to begin with. As Texas DPS veteran and senior national security fellow with the Center for Immigration Studies (CIS) Todd Bensman testified to members of the House Committee on Homeland Security in July 2023:

“[T]here is a comparative analysis that goes on, comparative research, where organizations try to compare illegal immigrant crime with crime rates committed by American citizens. That is completely faulty analysis. You cannot compare those two, mainly because 100 percent of all crimes committed by illegal immigrants are avoidable and unnecessary because they should have been deported...whereas, we are kind of stuck with American citizens one way or another, aren’t we? There’s no escape hatch for pushing American citizens into another country before they commit a crime. So, 100 percent of all illegal immigrant crime is avoidable and unnecessary, in my opinion.”

When the federal government fulfills its constitutional obligation to secure the border and enforce the law, those unlawfully present are removed from the country. When they are not, the consequences that were once preventable become reality far too often. Under Mayorkas’ policies of non-enforcement, America is welcoming in more illegal aliens with criminal records, as well as illegal aliens who will go on to commit crimes later—setting the stage for even more shattered lives, families, and communities.

**More Criminal Aliens Crossing the Border Under Mayorkas’ Policies**

The Biden administration has reversed many of the Trump-era policies that stemmed the tide of illegal immigration into the United States. Not surprisingly, CBP encounters of illegal aliens have skyrocketed since Biden and Mayorkas took office. That includes illegal aliens previously convicted of crimes, apprehensions of whom have spiked since Mayorkas has been in office. These criminal aliens have the most egregious crimes on their records, including homicide, assault, rape, burglary, theft, and weapons trafficking.

From the start of FY21 through Sept. 15, 2023, the Border Patrol recorded 35,450 arrests of illegal aliens with criminal backgrounds, approximately 14,000 more total such arrests than the previous four fiscal years combined.

According to CBP, combined prior convictions for assault, battery, or domestic violence among illegal aliens apprehended by the Border Patrol decreased each year under the Trump
administration, to a low of 208 in FY20. That number skyrocketed to 1,178 total convictions during Mayorkas’ first year in office, hovering at 1,142 in FY22, and 1,049 in FY23 to date.

Combined convictions for burglary and theft also decreased during the Trump administration to a low of 143 in FY20. In FY21, this number rose to 825 and then to 896 in FY22, and totaling 739 through Sept. 15, 2023. Total convictions for driving under the influence (DUI) among those apprehended by the Border Patrol also decreased every year under the Trump administration, to a low of 364 in FY20, but drastically increased to 1,629 in FY21, 1,614 in FY22, and more than 2,000 to date in FY23. From FY17-20, the majority of former President Donald Trump’s entire term, illegal aliens apprehended by the Border Patrol totaled only 11 convictions for homicide and manslaughter among them. Since FY21, that number has jumped to 146 in total. The numbers for sexual offenses show a similar trend, with FY20’s 156 total convictions rising to 488 in FY21, 365 in FY22, and 253 through to date in FY23.

Border Patrol apprehensions of criminal illegal aliens have spiked under Mayorkas’ policies. The data above represent the number of combined convictions for sexual offenses among illegal aliens apprehended by the Border Patrol. (Source: Heritage Foundation representation of CBP data)

Under the Trump administration, combined convictions for illegal entry or re-entry among those apprehended by the Border Patrol also steadily decreased from 4,502 in FY17 to 1,261 in FY20. In FY21, that number increased to 6,160, 6,797 in FY22, and 7,272 as of Sept. 15, 2023. Border Patrol agents are arresting far more criminals at the Southwest border, because the number of
criminals who now perceive the border as open and are attempting to cross has jumped in conjunction with Mayorkas’ open-borders policies, including mass “catch and release.”

For example, Bradley Schoenleben, senior deputy district attorney in the Orange County, California District Attorney’s Office, told the House Judiciary Committee in July 2023:

“We know transnational criminals, including Colombian nationals, are intentionally being arrested at the California border to gain entry into the United States, knowing they will be released quickly. Upon release, they commit residential burglaries and other thefts, including employing military equipment including ghillie suits to blend into the brush for hours to surveil Americans from greenbelts behind their homes—and trackers to track business owners to and from work to maximize their window of opportunity.”

Bear in mind, these are just the criminals being apprehended. Law enforcement officials also know that in addition to the more than 1.6 million known gotaways that have entered the country since FY21, “Hardened criminals often hide in smuggled migrant groups,” seeking to take advantage of overwhelmed Border Patrol officials who may not be able to verify their identities or backgrounds. Indeed, Chief Patrol Agent Good told the House Committee on Homeland Security in June 2023 that it is possible that illegal aliens who are not flagged by DHS vetting systems could have criminal histories of which Border Patrol agents would not be aware.

It is important to note that these are just CBP statistics. They do not include data from states like Texas, which, through Operation Lone Star, has apprehended hundreds of thousands of illegal aliens and recorded more than 27,000 criminal arrests itself between March 2021-April 2023.

Whether it is gotaways or those being apprehended and released, illegal aliens represent a new, serious public safety concern. Some sheriff’s departments have recorded unprecedented levels of crime in their communities attributable to this influx. For example, Dannels testified to the House Judiciary Committee in February 2023 that “border-related crime” was “at an all-time high” in Cochise County, including murder investigations, aggravated acts against Arizonans, failures to yield to law enforcement, and assault of law enforcement officials.

Available data also shows that illegal aliens can often go on to commit further crimes after being released from state facilities. For example, according to figures from Tarrant County, Texas, in
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January 2022, the recidivism rate for inmates in county prisons and jails with immigration detainers placed on them was roughly 90 percent.\(^{192}\)

Worse, some criminal illegal aliens are even being released into the country because Border Patrol agents are unable to thoroughly vet them. On May 30, 2023, ICE announced the arrest in Massachusetts of a Brazilian gang member and convicted murderer.\(^{193}\) According to ICE, the alien “has an extensive, violent criminal history,” but after being apprehended crossing illegally in Arizona in March 2023, he was released, “placed into removal proceedings,” and given a court date for his immigration case after concealing information on his criminal background from Border Patrol agents.\(^{194}\)

Just two days later, ICE revealed that alleged murderer Edickson Paulino Castano had been removed from the country and returned to the Dominican Republic, his home country.\(^{195}\) On its face this was a positive development, but a deeper look into his history with DHS law enforcement reveals a troubling picture. The ICE announcement noted that not only had Paulino entered the country illegally multiple times, but in August 2021, he was apprehended near Eagle Pass, Texas, and released into the interior a few days later on an order of supervision.\(^{196}\) The order was revoked in July 2022, meaning this illegal alien, suspected of murder in his home country, was at large in the United States for nearly a year.

In August 2023, ICE’s Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) announced another arrest, this one of a Venezuelan national by the agency’s Fugitive Operations Team in Chicago.\(^{197}\) This illegal alien was apprehended by the Border Patrol in Arizona in April 2021, issued a “Notice to Appear (NTA)” before an immigration judge, and released on parole.\(^{198}\) Four months after his release into the United States, a Venezuelan criminal court issued an arrest warrant for him on multiple charges, including financing of terrorism.\(^{199}\) As ICE’s press release makes plain, he was not arrested for another two years.

Finally, under Mayorkas’ policy of non-enforcement, ICE is simply not arresting as many criminal illegal aliens as they were under prior administrations—and the data makes that clear. In FY19, out of more than 143,000 administrative arrests by ERO, 123,128 arrests were of criminal aliens, or 86 percent of all administrative arrests that year.\(^{200}\) In FY20, even in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, ERO conducted 103,603 administrative arrests, 93,061 of which were of criminal
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aliens, or 90 percent of all ERO arrests.²⁰¹ In FY21, these numbers dropped precipitously, as Mayorkas’ restrictions on arrests and removals led to just 74,082 total administrative arrests, of which only 45,432 were criminal aliens (61 percent).²⁰² It is also worth noting that of those 74,082 arrests, only 45,755 occurred after Feb. 18, 2021.²⁰³ In FY22, the ratio was even more unbalanced, with 142,750 total administrative arrests, but only 46,396 of those having criminal histories (32 percent).²⁰⁴

Under Mayorkas’ leadership, criminal arrests as a percentage of total arrests have plummeted. Source: ICE data

In his September 2021 guidance to ICE, which severely restricted ICE officials’ ability to detain and remove most of the illegal alien population present in the United States, Mayorkas stated, “We will prioritize for apprehension and removal noncitizens who are a threat to our national security, public safety, and border security.”²⁰⁵ The reality, as his own department’s data demonstrate, is just the opposite. Under his leadership, fewer criminal aliens are being arrested, both in terms of raw numbers and as a percentage of total arrests.

Criminals around the world know the border is open, and they are taking advantage, because they know they can either enter the country as gotaways or hide their criminal history from Border
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Patrol agents in hopes of being released into the interior, and once they are here, ICE under Mayorkas’ leadership will likely not pursue them.

Crimes Committed by Illegal Aliens Inside the United States

As stated earlier in this report, no national database exists to track crimes committed by illegal aliens. Many state and local jurisdictions do not record this information either, whether for reasons of resources or political correctness. However, it is instructive to note accounts of crimes committed by illegal aliens to understand the impact on American citizens’ lives, and to see how these individual crimes fit into the broader context of Mayorkas’ open-borders policies and the chaos that the cartels and criminal aliens have created in the wake of those policies.

Over the past two years, startling and horrific stories about violent crimes committed by illegal aliens inside the United States have made headlines across the country. These individuals continue to threaten the safety of Americans in communities across this country. Some of these crimes include suspects who have been caught and released by border authorities. Even those that have been welcomed by liberal “sanctuary cities” have repaid those jurisdictions by engaging in criminal activity on the streets of those cities. Per a July 2023 report from the New York Post, “A group of ‘disorderly’ migrants hurled objects at passersby in Manhattan before beating up two men who tried to intervene—pushing one of them through a glass door of an
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apartment building entrance…” The incident took place in Harlem, near a former jail that had been converted into a shelter for illegal aliens arriving in the city by the thousands. According to a maintenance worker who responded to the damage caused by the incident, “Everything was good until that asylum building came.” Meanwhile, more than 40 illegal aliens have been arrested at the Roosevelt Hotel since May 2023, after the hotel was turned into a shelter for illegal aliens arriving in the city—most of them for acts of domestic violence.

Another Post report from September 2023 documented the case of Venezuelan Daniel Hernandez Martinez, who arrived in New York June 27, 2023, and has since committed at least 14 crimes leading to six arrests, including the day after he arrived in the city. In one case, he “grabbed a stranger by the hair, dragged her across the floor and kicked her,” and smashed her phone, per court documents.

The situation is dire. According to one New York City police officer, “This is not an isolated incident. These migrants are getting arrested quite often here, and we really don’t know who they are. They really don’t have ID. They’re not being vetted properly, but some of them are committing some of the most violent crimes here.”

In Chicago, residents have protested the city’s open embrace of thousands of illegal aliens, many of whom have threatened public safety. According to Alderman Brendan Reilly, who represents the district currently housing the city’s largest shelter for illegal aliens:

“The only department that’s really responsive is Streets and Sanitation cleaning up the bottles, the marijuana butts, the garbage, the human feces from these blocks. That’s it. There are a lot of guns on the two blocks around this site, suddenly. ... We are having people call 911 to report this. We’re having them call 911 for the consumption of narcotics. Not just smoking marijuana, but heroin and crack. ... I’m also hearing about teenagers allegedly being sex-trafficked in the curb cut. It’s unconscionable.”
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Alderman Jeanette Taylor, criticizing the mayoral response to the crisis, said those attempting to undermine the seriousness of the situation should be told “the issue about the people who are outside threatening [residents]. Tell them about the sex trafficking that’s happening. The drug dealing that’s happening.” Alderman Raymond Lopez, in a July 2023 letter to Chicago Mayor Brandon Johnson, wrote, “Over the past several months, there has been a significant uptick in illicit and illegal activities at all locations...Reports of migrant asylum-seekers participating in drug sales and usage, male and female prostitution and associated human trafficking, as well as gang recruitment, have been witnessed by law enforcement and community alike.”

These are the people Mayorkas is welcoming and releasing into the country via his radical policies.

Border towns have also had to deal with the threat of increased crime in their communities. As thousands of illegal aliens streamed into Eagle Pass, Texas, in mid-late September 2023, Maverick County Sheriff Tom Schmerber said, “I feel worried because the people in the community here, some are afraid because they see strangers walking through their neighborhood. They don’t know who they are or what their intentions are,” adding further that his town was seeing break-ins, burglaries, and drug seizures concurrent with the latest surge. Eagle Pass Police Chief told one media outlet that he “has his own fears for public safety given that so many people in desperate situations and with unknown intentions are being dropped off into the community.”

Below is a non-exhaustive list of crimes committed in recent days by illegal aliens present in the United States—all crimes that should have been prevented:

- On Aug. 2, 2023, 26-year-old Venezuelan Jesus Guzman-Bermudez raped a woman in an upstate New York hotel room. Both Guzman-Bermudez and the victim were illegal aliens who had just been bussed to Erie County from New York City. He was arrested and charged a few days later with not only rape, but endangering the welfare of a child, as he committed this heinous crime with a three-year-old child in the room. Within days, another illegal alien
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who had just arrived in the county was arrested and charged with sexually assaulting another woman.220

- On June 10, 2023, Julio Velazquez—an illegal alien who been detained at the Southwest border two years prior—kidnapped and raped a woman in the area of Fort Myers, Florida. He posed as a cab driver outside a nightclub, pretended to offer the woman a ride home, and then drove her to a secluded area and assaulted her, leaving her with “bone-chilling” injuries in the “sadistic” attack.221

- In May 2023, Grevi Geovani Rivera-Zavala from Honduras was charged with raping a teenage girl in a restaurant bathroom in Prattville, Alabama, in a completely random attack.222 He had a prior criminal record in Honduras when he was apprehended crossing the Texas border illegally in November 2021, but was released into the interior.223 The local district attorney said Rivera-Zavala gave DHS law enforcement a different name.224

Honduran national Grevi Geovani Rivera-Zavala was released into the country on Mayorkas’ watch in 2021, and later charged with raping an Alabama teen.

- In just three weeks between April-May 2023, another Venezuelan, Anduesa Cormena, was arrested three different times, once for misdemeanor battery and twice for retail theft, including an attempt to steal $1,300 worth of merchandise from a Chicago Macy’s with another individual.225 In the subsequent legal proceedings, it was discovered that Anduesa had used two other aliases in his prior run-ins with law enforcement.226
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In April 2023, Francisco Oropesa killed five of his neighbors in Cleveland, Texas. According to an ICE source, Oropesa had been previously deported five times and was in the country illegally at the time. All five victims were under the age of 32, including an 8-year-old boy and his young mother. When Mayorkas was asked to comment about Oropesa’s immigration status, he declined to do so.

Kayla Hamilton, a 20-year-old Maryland woman, was raped and murdered by a teenage illegal alien in July 2022. The man accused of killing her was also a member of the violent transnational gang MS-13, who was caught and released into the interior because he was an unaccompanied minor who arrived at the border without his parents. Kayla’s mother, Tammy Nobles, told the House Judiciary Committee in May 2023, “When he was arrested for Kayla’s murder, he laughed and smirked. For me this not a political issue, this a safety issue for everyone living in the United States. This could have been anyone’s daughter.”

In November 2021, an illegal alien, Yery Medina-Ulloa, was arrested for stabbing a man in his home in Arlington, Florida. The Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office said he originally provided documents showing him to be 17 years old when he was arrested, documents later proven to be fake. Jail records show he was in Jacksonville for just two months before the incident. Governor Ron DeSantis’ office commented on the case saying, “This horrific crime is the latest example of how unfettered illegal migration costs Floridians’ lives.”

These are just a few examples of the violent crimes that illegal aliens commit after being released into American communities. Researchers can only do their best to estimate the true extent of the carnage, such as Peter Kirsanow’s 2018 review of government data theorizing that illegal aliens incarcerated in just five different states at the time—long before Mayorkas’ self-inflicted border crisis—were responsible for 5,400 murders.

No matter the total numbers, however, these tragedies leave a lasting impact on communities and force families to confront the harsh consequences of open borders. Every one of these crimes previously mentioned might have been prevented if Mayorkas was fulfilling his responsibilities to secure the border and hold accountable those who break the law. On his watch, millions of illegal aliens have been released into the country. The evidence has shown that even violent criminals
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are among those released, and the number of criminal illegal aliens at large in the country remains in the hundreds of thousands. Those are the facts.

**Illegal Aliens Tying Up First-Responder and Law Enforcement Resources**

It is also important to remember that illegal aliens frequently tie up first responder and law enforcement resources that would otherwise go to helping American citizens and other lawful residents.

For example, Leon Wilmot, sheriff of Arizona’s Yuma County, told a House committee earlier this year that the county has filed 759 phone calls to 911 from illegal aliens lost in the desert requesting assistance, potentially tying up first responder resources. Sheriff Benny Martinez of Brooks County, Texas, has reported similar experiences, saying, “You’ve just got to juggle it. The staff has learned to do that. We’re always playing catch-up on calls, because that’s just the way it is.” Martinez has also said that efforts to recover bodies of individuals who have perished in the wilderness can take three to four hours, leaving the county without sufficient law enforcement presence during that time.

Local CBS affiliate KOSA-7 in Midland, Texas, reported in June 2022 that per the Terrell County sheriff, “the increase in illegal activity also takes away from county emergency medical services as they often have to transport those with heat-related injuries to the closest hospital which is in Fort Stockton,” which is about two hours away from the heart of the county. Sheriff Emmett Shelton of Texas’ McMullen County told the House Committee on Homeland Security in August 2023 that from FY21-22, “85% of the [McMullen County Sheriff’s Office’s] work was dealing with smuggling related offenses, taking time away from our constituents and our obligations to them.”

According to Nieves Riedel, the Democratic mayor of San Luis, Arizona, the increasing flow of illegal aliens puts a strain on the very limited emergency services in her town and surrounding communities—“We only have three ambulances, and we depend on help from Somerton and the Cocopah Tribe, they have two.” Arizona Sen. Kyrsten Sinema pointed out in December 2022, “The fire chief recently told us that three of his five ambulances are used solely for transporting migrants in need, leaving only two ambulances for the entire local community on any given night.”
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Illegal Aliens Making Our Streets Less Safe

Illegal aliens often bring harm and death to innocent Americans while fleeing law enforcement, engaging in human and drug smuggling, or simply disregarding the law through behavior such as driving recklessly or under the influence. In August and September 2022, ICE announced it had detained 175 illegal aliens with multiple DUI convictions on their record.245 “Law enforcement pursuits and crashes involving migrants in El Paso have left some residents on high alert,” reported KFOX-14 in El Paso on April 8, 2023.246 Such concerns, however, are not limited just to border towns.

On Aug. 22, 2023, 35-year-old Haitian Hermanio Joseph crashed into a school bus in Clark County, Ohio, killing 11-year-old Aiden Clark on his first day of school, and injuring 26 other children.247 ICE later confirmed that Joseph arrived in the country via the Southwest border in August 2022, was issued an NTA, and made his way to Ohio.248 He was also apprehended carrying a Mexican driver’s license,249 meaning he had settled for some period of time in Mexico before deciding to make his way illegally into the United States. At a subsequent city council meeting in Springfield, Ohio, one grandmother personally affected by the tragedy

expressed her anger at the increasing presence of illegal aliens in the community—“I’m not only here for [my grandchildren], I’m here for every child that was on that school bus ... how many more children are going to have ... to die or be hurt? My grandchildren will probably go through counseling for quite some time.”

- On Aug. 19, 2023, a police officer in Chesapeake, Virginia, was struck by 30-year-old Yacarely Diaz-Castro during a traffic stop. Per police reports, the officer had his emergency lights on at the time, and Diaz-Castro struck his vehicle, sending him flying over a guardrail. He suffered a skull fracture and a fractured vertebrae. A Nicaraguan national who had only been in the country for seven months, Diaz-Castro was arrested with multiple empty beer cans in her car.

- On June 14, 2023, Chief Patrol Agent Bovino tweeted a photo of a fatal car crash caused by a drunk driver who was in the United States illegally. The individual had also been convicted of domestic violence. Bovino later told House Committee on Homeland Security staff that he was ordered to delete the tweet, “because it was too political, and there were some folks at the higher levels that had a problem with that.”

- On April 8, 2023, in Watford City, North Dakota, 19-year-old Julian Montoya ran over a 6-year-old boy playing on his bicycle in an apartment complex parking lot. Per reports, Montoya made no attempt to stop or swerve in an effort to avoid hitting the boy, whose name was Ian Matteo Garcia.

- In March 2023, Diane Lucket, a mother of three and grandmother of five, was killed by Anastacio Bemol Mendoza in Wichita Falls, Texas. Mendoza was reportedly intoxicated when he caused the crash, and had prior criminal
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convictions on his record. He reportedly even engaged in “inappropriate flirting” with a female officer responding to the scene.

- In fall 2022, Brandon Michael was on his lunch break and going to cash a check when an illegal alien driving without a license hit his car. The illegal alien had already been deported twice and was even stopped by police months before the accident. Brandon’s mother Kiyan would later say the death of her son “is what happens when we have open borders.”

- In September 2022, an illegal alien struck and killed Mike Hartwick, a sheriff’s deputy in Pinellas County, Florida, before fleeing the scene. According to the sheriff’s office, Juan Ariel Molina-Salles entered the country illegally in October 2021 in Eagle Pass, Texas, but was sent back to Mexico, at some point re-entering the country as a gotaway.

Pinellas County Sheriff’s Deputy Mike Hartwick was struck and killed by an illegal alien in September 2022. (Source: Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office)
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In September 2022, an illegal alien hit and killed Alexis Hein-Nutz, a sheriff’s deputy in Bismarck, North Dakota. Deputies say Hein-Nutz was riding her motorcycle to work when she was struck by a van driven by Octavio Gonzalez-Garcia, who reportedly did not stop to render aid and instead ran away through a cornfield and appeared to be intoxicated.264

In October 2021, a Guatemalan illegal alien killed a 5-year-old Florida girl in a crash and fled the scene on foot. Police found him in his home, where he told police he had drunk six 32-ounce beers and left to buy more.265 He admitted to the crash and leaving the scene.266

How many more Americans have been victimized by illegal aliens driving recklessly or with no regard for the law is unknown, but every tragedy that does occur is one too many.

**Smuggling and Trafficking Converting Community Streets into Highways of Destruction**

The spillover effects of increased cartel operations at and near the Southwest border are destabilizing communities, creating dangerous encounters with law enforcement and civilians on a regular basis, and turning border states, cities, and towns into chaotic operating environments where law enforcement is being tested like never before, and Americans are caught in the middle.

Between Jan. 1, 2021, and Dec. 31, 2022, Texas Highway Patrol recorded 8,721 traffic stops involving a vehicle suspected of transporting illegal aliens. In the execution of these stops, troopers discovered 39,100 illegal aliens being transported to cities like Houston and San Antonio.267 Many of these encounters with law enforcement turn deadly when those working for the cartels and smuggling organizations flee from officers. Report after report from border cities and towns document the daily challenge of responding to human smuggling being conducted on the roads in these locales, and the carnage that often results.268
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Two illegal aliens were killed after the car they were being smuggled in rolled over during a high-speed chase with law enforcement. (Source: Texas DPS)

A 17-year-old woman and one other person were killed when the teenager ran a red light and crashed into a tractor-trailer and another vehicle in Uvalde, Texas, in September 2022. She was transporting illegal aliens at the time. (Source: Texas DPS)

Brad Coe, sheriff of Kinney County, Texas, recently testified to the House Committee on Homeland Security that Kinney County deputies arrested 741 human smugglers in 2022, up from 169 in 2021, and that the department was on pace to apprehend more than 900 in 2023. “The number of pursuits has increased with the increase in human smuggling arrests. With these increases, the risk of traffic accident[s] and deaths associated to these accidents also increase,” he
said. Brooks County’s Martinez said in August 2022 that his county deals with three or four chases every day, often involving groups of more than 20 people.

Sheriff Shelton of McMullen County provided data to the Committee in August 2023 showing that pursuits in his county jumped from a combined 57 between 2017-2020 to 166 from 2021-2022. The number of stolen vehicles recovered by McMullen’s department also jumped from 50 between 2017-2020 to 152 in 2021 and 2022 combined, of which McMullen told the Committee, 90 percent were “high-end, 3/4 ton or 1-ton pickups, Ford King Ranch, Dodge Long Horn, GMC Denali, for an estimated cost of $10,900,000.00 paid out by insurance companies in a two-year period.” He further noted that from 2017-2020, his department recorded zero license plate reader (LPR) hits—a hit occurs when the reader identifies a license plate of a vehicle reported stolen or associated with a stolen vehicle or other vehicle of interest. In 2022 alone, the department recorded 1,303 LPR hits.

The recent tragedy in Ozona, Texas, in which 71-year-old Maria Tambunga and her 7-year-old granddaughter Emilia Tambunga were killed in March 2023 by a Louisiana man who hit them with his truck while smuggling 11 illegal aliens, drives home the devastation caused by increased border-related crimes.

### Table: Comparison of Crime Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>MILEAGE</th>
<th>MISC</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
<th>LPR HITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>206,170</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>172,965</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>173,751</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>238,188</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>276,448</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>329,996</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data provided by the McMullen County Sheriff’s Office demonstrates the massive impact the border crisis is having on local law enforcement.
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human smuggling and trafficking on American streets. In powerful testimony before two House Committee on Homeland Security subcommittees on July 26, 2023, Elisa Tambunga—Maria’s daughter and Emilia’s mother—described the agony inflicted on her and her family by the cartels’ smuggling operations on the streets of her community:

“I come to you as a young woman who no longer has a mother. I come to you as a mother who no longer has a child. I’m a United States citizen who has been horrifically failed by my own government.

“On March 13th, my mother, Maria Tambunga, and my 7-year-old daughter, Emilia Brooke, were murdered by a 7,000-pound vehicle-turned-weapon, by a man whose name is not even worth mentioning. This man was fleeing from police, going over 105 miles per hour. He was livestreaming himself on Facebook. He had 11 illegal immigrants in that truck, 2 of which were killed. Four lives taken in a matter of seconds ultimately due to unsecured borders.”

Maria and Emilia Tambunga were killed when their vehicle was struck by a Louisiana man smuggling illegal aliens. (Photo from Elisa Tambunga)
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In testimony before two subcommittees of the House Committee on Homeland Security the same day, Texas DPS veteran Bensman pointed out:

“There are so many high-speed chases in the borderlands for so long that there are certain communities that, for example, have built protective retaining walls around their schools. One town in Brackettville actually has developed a siren system, kind of like if a tornado was coming, except it’s like here comes a car chase. They hit that and all the kids go under the desk. It is just absolutely rampant everywhere you go. It’s like nothing anybody has ever seen.”

Tambunga told members that on the day her family buried her mother and daughter, “[W]e got informed that there was another high-speed chase only 30 miles away from us again that had 12 illegal immigrants and ended in a car crash near Sonora. It’s nonstop.”

The cartels are also growing bolder in recruiting Americans to conduct these smuggling runs, including teenagers. Per one report, “smugglers are recruiting U.S. residents willing to drive migrants who make it over the border wall to stash houses,” with teenagers often being approached to do the job. The Border Patrol’s Good has said, “They are told not to stop for law enforcement, to drive fast, to drive erratically, drive on the wrong side of the road. When all these things happen, accidents happen.”

The chaos that has erupted on America’s streets lies at the feet of cartels and smuggling groups, but also at the feet of a DHS secretary whose policies have given them increased freedom to operate at and inside America’s sovereign border, as demonstrated in the Phase 2 report of the Committee’s oversight investigation.
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In her testimony before Congress, Tambunga made clear that unless action was taken to secure America’s borders, tragedies like the one that changed her family forever would strike again:

“Incidents as tragic as ours that are caused due to the lack of secured borders are not a matter of if this will happen again. It is a matter of when this will happen again. … Our lives will never be the same. My life will never be the same. I will never be able just to pick up the phone and call my mom when I need some advice. I will never be able to hold my daughter and sing her her goodnight song. But I will be able to honor them until I take my last breath.”

WATCH: “I Do Believe That”—Texas Mother Says Her Daughter, Mother Would Be Alive Today If Southwest Border Was Secure.
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“Incidents as tragic as ours that are caused due to the lack of secured borders are not a matter of if this will happen again. It is a matter of when this will happen again. … Our lives will never be the same. My life will never be the same. I will never be able just to pick up the phone and call my mom when I need some advice. I will never be able to hold my daughter and sing her her goodnight song. But I will be able to honor them until I take my last breath.”

WATCH: “I Do Believe That”—Texas Mother Says Her Daughter, Mother Would Be Alive Today If Southwest Border Was Secure.
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“Incidents as tragic as ours that are caused due to the lack of secured borders are not a matter of if this will happen again. It is a matter of when this will happen again. … Our lives will never be the same. My life will never be the same. I will never be able just to pick up the phone and call my mom when I need some advice. I will never be able to hold my daughter and sing her her goodnight song. But I will be able to honor them until I take my last breath.”

WATCH: “I Do Believe That”—Texas Mother Says Her Daughter, Mother Would Be Alive Today If Southwest Border Was Secure.
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“Incidents as tragic as ours that are caused due to the lack of secured borders are not a matter of if this will happen again. It is a matter of when this will happen again. … Our lives will never be the same. My life will never be the same. I will never be able just to pick up the phone and call my mom when I need some advice. I will never be able to hold my daughter and sing her her goodnight song. But I will be able to honor them until I take my last breath.”
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The Border Crisis Connection to the School Shooting in Uvalde, Texas

On May 24, 2022, a lone gunman crashed his vehicle outside Robb Elementary School in Uvalde, entered the school, and fatally shot 21 people, including 19 children, and wounding at least 16 others.\textsuperscript{285} In the aftermath of this horrific tragedy, the Texas legislature commissioned an in-depth investigation into the event, particularly to gain insights into procedures and policies that may have contributed to what happened.

The investigative committee’s report was published July 17, 2022. One of its findings was that the rising occurrence of “bailouts”— the term used in border communities to describe when human traffickers or smugglers flee from law enforcement, ultimately crash their vehicle, and then bailout in all directions, along with the illegal aliens being smuggled—led to “a diminished sense of vigilance about responding to security alerts.”\textsuperscript{286}

According to the report, “high-speed chases have been a daily event in the Uvalde area, causing Uvalde [Consolidated Independent School District] schools to be secured or locked down frequently, with 47 ‘secure’ or ‘lockdown’ events happening since late February 2022, and approximately 90% of those being attributed to bailouts.”\textsuperscript{287} Indeed, even school staff were found to have disregarded the alert they received on May 24 because “many assumed that it was another bailout.”\textsuperscript{288}

The events in Uvalde were made all the more tragic given that just over a month prior, Uvalde Mayor Don McLaughlin told National Review that the illegal alien presence in the town had steadily grown, as had the number of law-enforcement encounters.

“We were averaging probably three to five chases a week. ... Now we’re starting to see two to three a day,” McLaughlin said, further explaining, “Our law-enforcement budget is probably up 30 percent, 40 percent above what it normally is because of all the pursuits and the bailouts that we had to deal with in 2021.”\textsuperscript{289} A local business owner in Uvalde told the magazine, “[T]here used to be maybe one chase a week. ... Now it’s like four or five...chases a day.’ When I asked if she feels less safe, she said, ‘Oh yeah.’”\textsuperscript{290} This phenomenon is not limited to Uvalde, either. In McMullen County, the sheriff’s department recorded a total of 36 bailouts from 2017-2020, which skyrocketed to 123 in 2021 and 2022.\textsuperscript{291}

\textsuperscript{285} Elizabeth Evans, “Uvalde marks one year since deadly Robb Elementary mass shooting,” Fox 7 Austin, May 23, 2023, \url{https://www.fox7austin.com/news/valde-texas-deadly-robb-elementary-mass-shooting-anniversary}.
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\textsuperscript{291} Information provided by the McMullen County Sheriff’s Office to the House Committee on Homeland Security, August 14, 2023.
Section 4: Increased Migrant Suffering and Death

The consequences of Mayorkas’ open-borders agenda have not been borne just by Americans, however. Those making the trek to the border are also experiencing untold suffering along the way. They face abuse, neglect, and death no matter where they begin the journey.

Mayorkas’ open-borders policies are a magnet for mass illegal immigration. His policies are actively encouraging millions of people around the world to put themselves in the hands of the most vicious organizations in the Western Hemisphere, subjecting themselves to horrific treatment on what even the U.N. has called the “deadliest land crossing in the world.” All in the hopes of making it to the United States and taking advantage of Mayorkas’ offer of release into the interior.

Record Numbers of Migrant Deaths on Mayorkas’ Watch

Smuggling organizations and cartels only care about the bottom line, so the wellbeing of those they are paid to smuggle or traffic is of no consequence to them. They often abandon those who have paid to get to the border in remote and dangerous areas, where severe heat, exposure, and miles of unforgiving desert pose deadly threats. Once they arrive at the border, many of these people are simply dropped over the border wall or abandoned to the elements, with Border Patrol agents or other law enforcement their only hope of rescue.

For example, in March 2023, a Border Patrol agent in El Paso sped to the rescue of a 1-year-old boy who was dropped off by a smuggler by a section of border wall along the Colorado River, a near-disastrous event that would have cost the child his life if not for the heroic actions of the agent. That same month, Fox News’ Griff Jenkins tweeted a photo of a Texas DPS trooper comforting a 2-year-old boy left by smugglers at the border, with a note around his neck telling law enforcement where to send him.


Griff Jenkins (@GriffJenkins), “This Is One of the Most Powerful Images I’ve Shot Covering the Border for More than a Decade... @TxDPS Sgt Lupe Casarez Consoling a Terrified 2-Yo Toddler Dumped Alone across the Border by a Ruthless Smuggler with a Note around His Neck w a Contact in Louisiana @FoxNews,” Tweet, Twitter, March 23, 2023, https://twitter.com/GriffJenkins/status/163829677153247292.
On May 22, 2023, the Border Patrol’s Ortiz tweeted a video of smugglers literally dropping a 4-year-old child over the border wall near San Diego. In August 2022, Border Patrol agents in the Tucson Sector rescued an 18-month-old and a 4-month-old abandoned in the Sonoran Desert, with the agents forced to perform lifesaving medical care on the baby. The Border Patrol’s Modlin said that smugglers “left two young children—an infant and a toddler—in the Sonoran Desert to die. ... This is cruelty. And it is gut-wrenching.”

The images are a chilling representation of the human devastation taking place along the border every single day.

The Rio Grande alone poses a dangerous barrier to those seeking to enter illegally. In the span of just 24 hours in August 2022, the river claimed the lives of a 3-year-old boy and a 5-year-old girl, while a 2-month-old boy was taken to the hospital in critical condition following attempted crossings in the area around Eagle Pass, Texas. Per reports, the little girl’s mother “had been carrying her in her arms when the force of the water snatched her daughter away.”

One report from Marc Duvoisin and Jerry Lara of the San Antonio Express-News was just as harrowing. On May 11, 2023, hours before the CDC’s Title 42 public health order expired, and as thousands of individuals were attempting to cross the Rio Grande and enter the United States, the journalists watched as a mother crossed the vegetation-choked river without her baby, then stood and watched from the U.S. side of the river as others tried to bring the child across: “As they swim across, the men took turns holding the precious bundle, passing the infant forward to the next set of waiting hands. At one point, the baby was being held face-down, close to or even in the water.”
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297 Chief Jason Owens [@USBPChief], “A 4-Year-Old Was Dropped from the Border Barrier by an Unknown Subject in San Diego, Monday. Responding Agents and EMS Providing First Aid to the Child Also Reported Gunshots near Their Position While Tending to the Child. Remarkably, the Child Is Ok! Do Not Trust Smugglers!,” Tweet, Twitter, May 22, 2023, https://twitter.com/USBPChief/status/1660748066532610071.
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An infant nearly drowned while being brought across the Rio Grande River in the hours before the CDC’s Title 42 public health order expired. (Source: Jerry Lara/San Antonio Express-News)

Border Patrol agents in the Del Rio Sector in September 2021 rescued a 2-year-old girl and her infant baby brother who had been abandoned on the banks of the Rio Grande River. Then-Del Rio Sector Chief Patrol Agent Robert Garcia said at the time, “It is heartbreaking and frustrating to know that there are children being abandoned without remorse or concern for their lives and wellbeing.”


Americans will never know how many migrants have died from the elements, disease, starvation, or violence along the perilous journey, either in Mexico and Central America, or in the unforgiving wilderness along the Southwest border. However, whether it is on U.S. soil, or all the way back in the deadly Darién Gap connecting Central and South America, the number of individuals perishing trying to arrive at the Southwest border is one almost certainly never seen before.

Hundreds of migrants have been found dead on U.S. soil after crossing the border, many of whom perish in the harsh elements. Many others are never found. (Source: Jonathan Lines, supervisor of Yuma County, Arizona)

Under Mayorkas’ leadership, CBP has stopped publicly releasing the number of migrants found dead on U.S. soil, but in FY21, the last year for which CBP produced the data, Border Patrol agents and other law enforcement agencies discovered 568 dead migrants at the Southwest border, more than double the 254 discovered in FY20. Per reporting from the Wall Street Journal, the number in FY22 was 890.

According to Dr. Corrine Stern, medical examiner in Webb County, Texas, in August 2022, “I’m seeing an extreme increase in the number of border crossing deaths compared to other years. This is my busiest year in my career ever.” Since Biden and Mayorkas have opened the borders,
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more than 1,700 migrants have been found dead on U.S. soil after trying to enter the country illegally.  

Over the four years prior to FY21, the number of dead migrants found by the Border Patrol at the Southwest border never exceeded 300.

In just one week between the end of June 2023 and the beginning of July, Border Patrol agents discovered 13 dead migrants across the Southwest border. In a period of just 48 hours in early July 2023, Texas DPS recovered four dead migrants from the Rio Grande, including a baby girl.

In June and July 2023, temperatures in the El Paso area exceeded 100 degrees every day for a period of roughly five weeks. By July, Border Patrol agents in the El Paso Sector had found 96 deceased individuals so far this fiscal year, most of whom had likely died illegally crossing the border. Specifically, 69 of those bodies were found in the Santa Teresa Border Patrol Station’s area of responsibility, compared to just 29 such discoveries in that region in all of FY22.

These are just the people that have been found. Many more will never be found in the river or the thousands of square miles of harsh Western wilderness. In Brooks County, Sheriff Martinez has estimated that for every migrant body his department finds, as many as 10 are never recovered.

According to Martinez:

“Our terrain is real sandy. We’re about 100 foot above sea level. So once that sand starts going over that body, and that body starts getting torn apart by the feral hog, by the coyote...the only time it’s recovered is when they’re moving cattle and they turn the soil over...[and] a skull would pop up, or something. Body parts would pop up. That’s how we’re going to find out that something laid there for a while. I mean, what is compassionate about that?”

The same is true for those lost in Central and South America. A 2021 United Nations report found, “Anecdotal reports indicate that many migrants die in the Darién Gap and their remains...
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are neither recovered nor reported,” so published figures represent “only a small fraction of the true number of lives lost.”318

It is easy to get lost in the numbers and statistics when it comes to human suffering. However, Americans should take note of an April 2023 report from a team of CNN journalists who made the journey through the Darién Gap, watching individuals struggle to make it through the harsh terrain in hopes of making it to the United States.319 The personal stories of those who have been incentivized to make this deadly journey by Mayorkas’ policies should break the hearts of every American, and fill them with anger that the policy of the United States government under Mayorkas’ leadership encourages these people not just to violate our laws, but to put themselves and their families in such danger.

Don White, sheriff’s search and recovery deputy in Brooks County, explained in 2021 why he works so hard to recover the bodies of those who fall in the harsh wilderness of south Texas:

“In the Hispanic culture, it’s very important that they have their loved one’s body. They celebrate the Day of the Dead and if they don’t have the body back, then there’s no place they can go to, to worship, to say their thanks, to express their love for the individual. It’s just awful. So, if I’m successful at what I do, then they’ll be able to settle their world a little.”320

When asked by New York Rep. Andrew Garbarino during a June 2023 hearing held by the House Committee on Homeland Security why the number of migrants being found dead on U.S. soil has increased so drastically, former Border Patrol Chief Scott answered simply, “Because chaos kills people, and we created a chaotic border situation.”321

**Suffering and Abuse Along the Journey to the Border**

Mayorkas has claimed that his border policies are “safe, orderly, and humane.”322 The reality is that they are anything but, especially for the millions of individuals, particularly women and children, who have been assaulted, abused, or simply abandoned to die along their journey to the Southwest border. If the sheer number of migrant deaths are not proof enough of that fact, Americans should consider the horrors experienced by millions on the journey to the Southwest border.

One of the most treacherous points in the journey is the 66-mile trek through the previously mentioned Darién Gap in Colombia and Panama. The recent CNN report documented the
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dangers people face along the way—masked robbers, exhaustion, broken ankles, murder, hunger, rapists, and assault, but those paying to get through are often deceived about how dangerous the journey will be. They pay anywhere from $300-$900 to transit the pass, further enriching the cartels while depleting their own life savings.

Despite these dangers, the number of people making the journey only continues to grow—including children. Nearly 250,000 people attempted the trek just in 2022. In 2023, 248,901 individuals made the journey just between January and July, with the United Nations projecting more than 400,000 will do so this year. According to a September 2023 New York Times report, Colombian President Gustavo Petro projected half a million people would cross the Darién Gap in 2023, and one million in 2024. The report also contained a stinging critique of Biden and Mayorkas’ policies that have failed to end the incentives to make the journey in the first place—“The Biden administration vowed to ‘end the illicit movement’ of people through the Darién jungle. But the number of migrants moving through the forest has never been greater...”

According to the Panamanian government, a record 40,438 children transited the gap in 2022. The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) reports that number from January-October 2022 was around 32,000, with roughly 900 children unaccompanied by any family members. In January and February of 2023, Panama recorded 9,683 children crossing, a seven-fold increase from the same period in 2022, while documenting another 7,200 children just in March.

326 “Nearly 250,000 migrants crossed Panama’s Darién Gap so far this year, more than in all of 2022,” The Associated Press, July 31, 2023, https://apnews.com/article/panama-migration-Darién-gap-record-d2488cab2a80f2c8b94eb3a4cfe7e3c0.
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“Week after week, more children are dying, losing their parents, or getting separated from their relatives while on this perilous journey,” said Jean Gough, UNICEF regional director for Latin America and the Caribbean, in October 2021.\(^{332}\)

Americans need to hear the experiences of those who have made the harrowing journey through the Darién Gap, and keep in mind that this is just one stretch of the arduous route to the Southwest border. Suffering and abuse runs rampant along the journey. In the aforementioned CNN report, journalists in the Darién Gap recounted the following experiences of some of those making the journey:\(^{333}\)

- Haitian man Jean-Pierre and his young son, Louvens, struggled through illness: “Jean-Pierre is carrying his son, Louvens, who was sick before he’d even started. Strapped to his father’s chest, he’s weak and coughing. But Jean-Pierre pushes on, their fee already paid. There is no going back.”

- A young man recounted being robbed: “When we were coming down Cañas Blancas, three guys came out, hooded, with guns, knives, machetes. They wanted $100 and those that didn’t have it had to stay. They hit me and another guy—they jumped on him and kicked him. That’s the story of the Darién. Some of us run with luck. Others with God’s will. And those that don’t pass, well they stay and that’s the way of the jungle.”

- Venezuelan mother Carolina, making the journey with her son, said: “Had I known, I would not have come or let my son come through here. … At one point on the mountains, my son was behind me, and he would say, ‘Mom, if you die, I’ll die with you.’ My legs would tremble, and I would grab on to tree roots. There was a moment when the river was too deep for me. I saw my son put a child on his shoulders and he told me, ‘Mom, I am going to help. Don’t worry, I am okay.’ I regret putting my son through this jungle of hell so much that I have had to cry to let it all out because I risked his life and mine.”
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**Sexual Abuse and Assault of Migrants**

Many individuals making the journey also suffer sexual abuse and assault along the way.

Doctors Without Borders, also known as Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), runs an operation in Bajo Chiquito, Panama, just north of the Darién Gap, providing care and support to individuals who have made it through the gap. The Wall Street Journal reported in September 2021 that facility staff had recorded 180 cases of rape since opening in May 2021. According to staff, “the true number of victims is likely far higher since many migrants don’t report the attacks for fear of retribution or because they don’t want to slow their journey.”

UNICEF reported in October 2021, “In the Darién jungle, sexual violence is increasingly and intentionally used by criminal gangs as an instrument of terror.”

One woman from Cuba, whose journey north to the border with her family began in South America, told reporters after making it to Bajo Chiquito, “Even if I make it to the U.S. and live out my American dream, I don’t think I’ll be able to say that crossing the Darién was worth it.”

MSF reported in May 2022 that between Bajo Chiquito and two other reception sites in the region, staff had treated 396 women for sexual violence.

According to the Panama Red Cross, between 10-15 percent of those who transit the Darién Gap “suffer sexual violence” along the way. The Border Patrol’s Heitke told the House Committee on Homeland Security in May 2023, “It’s very common that female migrants are raped during the process. It’s also very difficult to be able to get them to talk. Most of them believe it’s just part of the payment as they go up.”

Government actors also take advantage of women who have transited the Darién Gap. A U.N. report from late 2022 reported that members of the National Migration Service of Panama and SENAFRONT, Panama’s border service, “requested sexual exchanges from the women and girls housed in the San Vicente Migration Reception Center who lack the money” to cover the cost of transportation to the Costa Rican border.

Some were forced into labor to pay the $40 fee to board the bus and leave the center.

In 2017, Doctors Without Borders published a report that included a survey of migrants interviewed at a number of MSF facilities in Mexico. The survey found that 68 percent of those interviewed had been victims of violence upon entering Mexico on their way toward the United States.
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States. Approximately one third of the women surveyed said they had been sexually abused during the journey, along with 17 percent of men surveyed. If this percentage is even close to representative of the broader group of several million people who have made their way to the border since Biden and Mayorkas took office, it suggests that hundreds of thousands of men, women, and children have been sexually abused in their attempts to reach the Southwest border.

Once they arrive in the United States, many others face similar degradation. One 2021 report documented the horrifying existence of “rape trees” along the Southwest border, which are “known locations where smugglers and others rape women and leave their undergarments on the tree as ‘trophies.’” Further, according to a July 2023 press report, one major borough in New York City has been overrun by “nearly a dozen brothels,” with migrants being lured or coerced into prostituting themselves:

“While human traffickers have long provided the local sex industry with a steady stream of Asian and Central American women trying to escape horrid conditions in their homelands, the recent flood of migrants into the five boroughs has created a larger — and more desperate — pool of potential prostitutes.

“We’re ... aware of the fact that many young people have immigrated here — kids 15 or 16 years old — and they’re not in school, they’re working, and these [prostitutes] find them and pull them in,’ said Guadalupe Aguirre Gomez, the coordinator of Community of Young Values and Principles.

“Taina Bien-Aime, executive director of the Coalition Against Trafficking in Women, said, ‘There are trafficking cartels from Mexico and Central America who ship women into Queens and parts of Brooklyn.

“I spoke to a young girl in Sunset Park [Brooklyn]. She said she’s seen vans at night picking up women from the shelters that house these new immigrants.’”

This is the devastating human cost and humanitarian disaster of Mayorkas’ radical agenda.

---
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Section 5: Rising Human Trafficking and Exploitation of Minors

Suffering, abuse, and death along the perilous journey to the Southwest border are not the only trials for those who make the trip. Once these individuals are released into the country, many face a new nightmare—trafficking and enslavement. This is particularly true for the flood of unaccompanied alien children (UACs) who have arrived under Mayorkas’ policies.

And a flood it has been. Since Mayorkas took office, CBP has recorded more than 400,000 encounters of UACs at the Southwest border. From FY17-FY20, by comparison, Southwest border encounters of UACs totaled around 221,000. In October 2020, 1,929 UACs were referred to the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), which handles UACs after they are released from DHS custody. In the month of April 2021 alone, that number was 20,339.

The Surge of Unaccompanied Children and the Inability to Properly Handle Them

The unprecedented flood of UACs into the country represents a massive windfall for human smugglers and traffickers, and has turned tens of thousands of children and teenagers into victims of trafficking, abuse, and neglect.

Before they even come into DHS or HHS custody, however, many of these minors are the victims of exploitation and abuse. A recent grand jury investigation in Florida into the Biden administration’s policies for handling UACs found that the use of unaccompanied minors by smugglers to ensure entry for large groups of illegal aliens was a common practice:

“We learned that children are often found to be exploited as part of a ‘fake family’ or even ‘recycled’ to assist the entry of multiple other individuals. We received evidence from current and former federal law enforcement authorities that children are often used as lottery tickets to get the whole family across the border at a huge discount. ... When fake families are discovered, the children are not deported, but instead become UAC.”

A May 2022 Wall Street Journal report further detailed this inhuman practice of “recycling” children to ensure entry for large groups of illegal aliens. “I’ve seen it all,” Ivo Costa da Silva, a federal police investigator in Brazil told the outlet. “There are also cases in which children are
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rented out multiple times; they enter with one family and then enter again with another family.”

Former San Diego Chief Patrol Agent Heitke told the House Committee on Homeland Security in May 2023 that single adults “will find somebody with children, and they will pay to take those children with them when they come to the border and say that they’re their children so that they’re more likely to be released.” He also said agents in his sector saw this tactic “close to weekly for quite a while.”

Sheriff Eddie Guerra of Hidalgo County, Texas, explained in March 2021 how this looks in practice: “Now with the family units coming across, you might have a mother come in, say a mother with three children, well the cartels say you can cross with one child, we’re going to take two children and we’re going to use those two children to smuggle two other [adults] and pretend that those are family units.”

When these minors arrive at the border, the historic number of illegal aliens flooding across the border makes it nearly impossible for CBP officials to take the necessary steps to ensure that they are not being trafficked. According to the testimony of one immigration expert, the unprecedented movement of illegal aliens into the United States is “overwhelming the men and women of the Border Patrol and CBP, to the extent that they cannot adequately talk to migrants to detect trafficking, for example. They are forced to process and release them as quickly as possible.”

Heitke also told the Committee that his agents had even expressed concerns that the screening necessary to ensure UACs are not being trafficked or exploited could suffer when there were surges of illegal aliens across the border. He said, “The busier you get, the less time you have, the less time you can put into interviews.” Chief Patrol Agent Good also told the Committee when his agents are dealing with surges of illegal crossings, there is “not always” enough time to verify through interviews a legitimate relationship between a UAC and the person or group with whom they are traveling. Per Chief Patrol Agent Martinez, it was a “safe assumption” to say that the increased numbers of illegal aliens flooding across the Southwest border had led to some of these investigations falling through the cracks.

Neither DHS nor HHS had adequate systems in place in 2021 to handle this influx of unaccompanied minors, according to a September 2022 DHS OIG report:
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“DHS systems were unable to automate or coordinate the transfer of unaccompanied children from USBP to HHS. Instead, USBP, ICE, and HHS ORR each coordinated the transfer and travel of unaccompanied children almost entirely by creating and sending individual email messages for each transfer action. This was a daunting task, considering more than 125,000 unaccompanied migrant children were transferred to HHS in FY 2021. Two DHS officials in the field responsible for transferring unaccompanied children stated they received upwards of 500 to 600 emails daily.”

Further, per the report, the focus on rapid processing over accuracy, coupled with the increase in illegal immigration, led to numerous problems with missing or inaccurate data about illegal aliens in DHS custody:

“USBP officials we met with attributed the data inaccuracies to an increase in migrants illegally crossing the border during this past fiscal year. According to these officials, USBP agents had difficulty fulfilling their primary role of securing the border as well as migrant tracking operations, leading to increased human error in data entry. Further, one ICE official noted that the increase in migrant flow led USBP personnel to focus on speed rather than quality when entering migrant data.”

A May 2023 HHS Inspector General report further found that ORR failed to conduct or document hundreds of legally required background checks for employees at nearly a dozen HHS facilities holding the record number of minors flooding into the country. Some facilities also failed to ensure basic physical security of their premises. The report made clear that the need to quickly establish these facilities was a key contributor to the lax adherence to the requirements. A prior HHS Inspector General report released in September 2022 also found that some of these minors experienced acute psychological crises during their time in federal custody. In particular, at the Emergency Intake Site at Fort Bliss, an Army installation in Texas, UACs often went weeks without receiving communication from site staff, leading “to what another interviewee called ‘a pervasive sense of despair’ among children at the facility, who reportedly experienced distress, anxiety, and in some cases, panic attacks.” The OIG report noted that one girl began to “hit and cut herself in front of a group of children” upon learning from a worker that her mother had not been contacted.
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Chaos reigned at the site, with one respondent telling the OIG that employees “would walk through the massive tents shouting children’s names using bullhorns. One case manager reported that the process of locating a child to meet with a case manager often took 3 hours.”  

Mayorkas’ Policies Encouraging Trafficking and Exploitation of Unaccompanied Children

Given the sheer volume of UACs entering through the Southwest border, hundreds of thousands of them have been released from DHS custody to ORR, which is then responsible for placing these children with “sponsors” in the United States.  

The Biden administration, however, has been caught cutting corners in making sure that those sponsors are legitimate and that the child is going to a safe situation. The September 2022 HHS OIG report also found that basic screening safeguards had been removed from the sponsor vetting process “in an effort to expedite children’s release from care.”  

An April 2021 report from the Washington Examiner quoted an official familiar with ICE’s testing procedures at the border as saying, “This administration wants these families and kids released quickly. That is their No. 1 goal, so they are not going to do anything to slow that process down.”  

According to the Florida grand jury’s investigation, “In one memorable instance, a federal employee was told by an ORR attorney to stop asking questions about potentially unsafe sponsors because doing so caused delay, and ‘[W]e only get sued for keeping them too long. We don’t get sued by traffickers. Are we clear?’”  

The investigation further uncovered cases in which the Biden administration released dozens of UACs to the same sponsor. The administration sent more than 100 children to the same address in Austin, Texas, while other Texas addresses received 44 and 25 minors, respectively. One sponsor in Florida had multiple UACs sent to multiple addresses, and “he applied using different versions of his hyphenated surname.”  

Former ICE Acting Director Tom Homan wrote in February that Mayorkas’ new mass-parole programs requiring individuals to obtain sponsorship in order to enter the country would lead to even further catastrophe, due to both corner-cutting and pure incompetence:  

“…Hundreds of thousands more would-be migrants are going to apply under these new programs, with no clear or adequate infrastructure in place to properly vet potential sponsors. The result will
be mass victimization on a scale we’ve never seen before. No doubt, many sponsors will be
good, decent people. But for thousands of migrants, the nightmare is just beginning.
Vulnerable people will seek out sponsors quickly, and many will ultimately be
victimized.” 374

The Florida grand jury investigation reached a similar conclusion, further noting that ORR had
 eased, discouraged, or severely limited use of policies such as background checks on sponsors or
 others in the sponsor’s household, post-placement monitoring, and studies of homes to which
 minors would be going: 375

“In reality, ORR is facilitating the forced migration, sale, and abuse of foreign children ... These entities encourage UAC to undertake and/or be subjected to a harrowing trek to our
border, ultimately abandoning significant numbers of those who survive the journey to an
uncertain fate with persons who are largely unvetted. This process exposes children to
horrifying health conditions, constant criminal threat, labor and sex trafficking, robbery,
rape, and other experiences not done justice by mere words.” 376

This obfuscation extends beyond just ORR in the immigration context. Last
March, NBC News reported that Border Patrol agents and officials, who had previously been responding to public record and media inquiries about the number of
border apprehensions and conditions (including releasing videos), were subjected to a gag order prohibiting any media requests or sharing data on their own. We also
learned that ORR actively discouraged its employees, including case managers and
those tasked with conducting sponsor verifications, UAC interviews and post-
release followup, and fingerprint and background checks, from questioning the
process even internally; some were transferred, some terminated, some threatened,
and some smeared simply for not processing the UAC as quickly as possible.

The facts established by a Florida grand jury investigation into the Biden administration’s handling of UACs reveal
a shocking pattern of neglect that puts these unaccompanied minors at further risk of exploitation.

These shortcuts and errors have likely been responsible for an untold number of minors
becoming victims of trafficking and forced labor.
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Two ground-breaking New York Times reports in February and April 2023 showed how these children have been repeatedly taken advantage of after being released to “sponsors” in the United States. The Times’ Hannah Dreier reported in her February exposé, “Unaccompanied minors have had their legs torn off in factories and their spines shattered on construction sites, but most of these injuries go uncounted.” Further, according to one labor lawyer Dreier spoke with, “I’ve been working on these cases for 15 years, and the addition of children is new.”

To make matters worse, the Biden administration simply missed many of these cases of abuse and exploitation:

“Thousands of children have ended up in punishing jobs across the country — working overnight in slaughterhouses, replacing roofs, operating machinery in factories — all in violation of child labor laws ... But all along, there were signs of the explosive growth of this labor force and warnings that the Biden administration ignored or missed, The Times has found.”

In another report, this one dated Sept. 18, 2023, Dreier explored the personal stories of UACs who had sustained devastating injuries while working dangerous jobs in the United States, including the account of a 14-year-old Guatemalan boy named Marcos, who arrived in 2021 and started working at a slaughterhouse in Virginia:

“Shortly after 2:30 a.m., he thought he saw a bit of torn rubber glove within the conveyor belt of the deboning area and reached in to grab it. Suddenly, the machine came to life. Across the factory, another worker had failed to see Marcos crouched with his left arm deep inside the assembly line and turned it on.

“The belt caught the sleeve of Marcos’s baggy jacket and pulled him across the floor. Hard plastic teeth ripped through his muscles, tearing open his forearm down to the bone. By the time someone heard his screams and shut off the power, his arm was limp, a deep triangular gash running down the length of it. A rope of white tendons hung from his elbow to his wrist, horrifying the workers who gathered around him. He understood from

---
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Similarly, NBC reported in March 2023 on an investigation into a meat-packing plant in Nebraska that was illegally employing alien minors as young as 13, who were “cleaning blood and animal parts off the floor of meatpacking plants by night and going to school by day.”

Given the vast new pipeline of young people to exploit, it is perhaps unsurprising that the U.S. Department of Labor reported in July 2023 a 44-percent increase in the number of children “found employed in violation of federal law” to date in FY23.

An HHS whistleblower reported late in 2022 that UACs were even being placed with sponsors with known criminal records, later testifying in April 2023 before the House Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on Immigration Integrity, Security, and Enforcement that the United States under Mayorkas’ leadership has become a “middleman” in the human smuggling chain.

Many of these minors are not even going to people who can be verified as legitimate family members or guardians as required by law. The Florida grand jury established that since January 2021, “approximately 165,000 UAC nationwide have been given to someone who is not their parent or legal guardian, approximately 90,000 have been turned over to someone claimed to be a family member without DNA testing and without adequate document verification, and about 30,000 have been surrendered to someone to whom they have no known relation.”

Considering that HHS had released approximately 337,000 UACs to sponsors between FY21-23, the grand jury’s finding would mean that around 84 percent, and perhaps more, of these children have been released into clearly questionable situations.

Ibid.


WATCH: Rep. Laurel Lee Gets to the Bottom of the Massive Deficiencies in Biden Administration’s Sponsor-Vetting Process

According to one expert, unaccompanied children have been released by the Biden administration into clearly abusive or unsafe situations, with the standards required of sponsors even lower than would be accepted in various other contexts:

“There are a number of instances where for example, girls have been placed with older men in what is clearly an exploitative situation. There are kids who have been turned over to labor traffickers. There are kids who get turned over to gang members. There are kids who get placed into domestic servitude and other forms of abuse. It’s really quite horrific. […]

“These standards that they have for not only placements, but also post-placement services, are way, way inferior to the procedures that every state in the Union uses for foster care placements, for example. It’s been said that it is harder to adopt a cat than it is to sponsor an unaccompanied minor because there are rarely background checks done, almost never home studies, no financial assessments.

“The Biden administration has stopped doing background checks on other people in the households to make sure that the placements are safe. This is something that simply would not be tolerated in our foster care system.”

Other individuals who came to the United States as UACs eventually find themselves beholden to the cartels. In July 2023, the San Francisco Chronicle published in-depth reporting on the booming drug trade in the city, a market fueled by cartel-provided drugs and operated by Honduran aliens. The reporters spoke with one dealer who had arrived in the United States as a minor. This is something that simply would not be tolerated in our foster care system.”

---

14-year-old UAC, and at 19, moved to Oakland, California. His story should be heartbreaking to every American:

“In interviews with 25 current or former dealers, The Chronicle found three who said they were coerced into the trade. One said he was forced into selling drugs and now can’t get out. He was 14 when he first entered the U.S., he said, and came without a legal guardian.

[...]

“He said his cousins gave him drugs to sell and portrayed it as a favor to him. He could take the drugs on loan and, after selling them for a profit, pay his cousins back, they told him.

“‘I had nothing — I was desperate and had no work to do,’ he said. ‘They took advantage of it. ... They hugged me and everything, like they love you.’

“The man said he accepted the offer, but then thought better of it and threw the drugs away. But he began getting calls from strangers demanding he pay off his debt in cash or labor. He has been forced to sell drugs by his cousins and others ever since, he said.”

**Biden Administration Losing Track of Unaccompanied Children After Release**

The sad corollary to DHS and HHS not having the ability to properly handle these children and refusing to adequately vet sponsors is that tens of thousands of UACs have simply fallen off the Biden administration’s radar after their release. In 2021, Axios reported that the administration “has lost contact with thousands of migrant children released from its custody,” with around 30 percent of calls to these minors or their sponsors going unanswered. A year later, Reuters ran a headline entitled, “Dozens of migrant children reported missing in Houston, raising alarms.”

---


In October 2022, Arizona Rep. Andy Biggs released HHS data his office had obtained showing that from January to September 2021, the Biden administration had lost track of nearly 20,000 UACs. The aforementioned New York Times report from February showed that the Biden administration had lost track of approximately 85,000 UACs by early 2023.

The Center for Immigration Studies’ Jessica Vaughan summed it up perfectly in testimony before the House Judiciary Committee in April 2023, stating, “The Biden administration has implemented policies that incentivize the illegal entry of unaccompanied alien children on a massive scale, to the profit of criminal smugglers and traffickers, even with full knowledge of the risks that such policies will endanger the safety and well-being of the migrant children.”

She would later testify to the House Committee on Homeland Security in July 2023 that regardless of whether these children are trafficked for forced labor, commercial sex, or domestic servitude, “the child is isolated from their family members, in the complete control of the people who have custody of them. There’s no monitoring of the situation by the federal government that put them in this situation,” and that there is “almost no supervision or follow up that goes on.”

Every one of these potential victims of trafficking and abuse is ultimately a victim because of Mayorkas’ refusal to enforce the law at the border, including his failure to return UACs to their home countries and to their families. While Mayorkas is not responsible for the conduct of HHS personnel, it is his policies encouraging record numbers of minors to cross the border illegally, his policy to refuse to return them to their home countries per the statute, and his department releasing them to HHS.

**Gaming the System—Adults Posing as UACs to Ensure Entry**

Not only do smugglers and traffickers use UACs to ensure aliens’ release into the country, however—they also use adults *posing as minors* to the same effect.

According to one press report in August 2022, Border Patrol agents in the El Paso Sector had recorded more than 665 adults posing as minors as a way to gain access to the United States. Per the report, “In one instance, three adults aged between 21 and 22, were encountered with one adult and nine unaccompanied minors. Their identities were revealed at the El Paso Sector Processing Center when they tried to use forged documents.”

---


Chief Patrol Agent Chavez said at the time, “Transnational Criminal Organizations exploit migrants convincing them to pose as minors in order to be processed as such. Identity fraud is a common tactic used by TCOs to take advantage of migrants who do not know the legal consequences of their actions as they attempt to deceive authorities.” The cartels and smuggling organizations are truly taking advantage of Mayorkas’ policies in every way possible.

Biden and Mayorkas’ policies are undoubtedly contributing to the massive increase in the trafficking of children across the Southwest border, and their ongoing exploitation by the cartels and evil individuals posing as “sponsors” here in the United States. Every parent should be horrified that the policy of the United States government under Biden and Mayorkas’ leadership encourages families around the world to put their children in the hands of the cartels and smugglers, who see them as nothing more than an opportunity for profit.

When asked during her testimony if the Biden administration’s policies had contributed to the rising occurrence of this trafficking of unaccompanied children, Vaughan left no room for ambiguity:

The administration’s policies are “most definitely contributing to the problem of not only child sex trafficking, but forced labor and domestic servitude and debt bondage, as we’ve discussed today. ... [The Biden administration’s policies] are certainly facilitating it, yes. So, it’s happening with more frequency as a result of the loose policies at the border—and the lack of enforcement, frankly, in the interior of the country, as well, that would help rescue some of these survivors, or at least turn them into survivors as opposed to victims.”

---

Mayorkas’ open-borders agenda also put millions of Americans at risk of contracting COVID-19, as illegal aliens were subjected to less stringent and demanding pandemic protocols than other foreign nationals traveling legitimately to the United States, and even American citizens themselves.

_Treating Illegal Aliens Better Than Americans_

At various points during the Biden administration, travelers entering the United States have been required to show proof of a negative COVID test or documentation of a recent recovery from COVID-19 to enter the country. The Biden administration also restricted the entry of travelers into the country if they were not vaccinated against the virus. The federal government maintained a mask mandate on federal grounds. And of course, the Biden administration attempted to implement its infamous COVID-19 vaccine mandate for large employers and health care workers, a rule which was later stayed in part by the Supreme Court.

As recently as March 2023, international athletes like tennis star Novak Djokovic were denied entry into the United States for choosing not to receive the COVID-19 vaccine.

The Biden administration even closed the Southwest and northern borders to certain cross-border traffic, creating the absurd scenario in which a vaccinated, healthy Mexican individual arriving at a port of entry in the summer of 2021 was barred from entering, but an illegal alien arriving between the ports was often processed and released into the interior.

Despite all these restrictions on legitimate travel, illegal aliens were given a free pass by the millions. Millions of illegal aliens arriving at the Southwest border have simply been released into the interior under Mayorkas’ policy of mass “catch and release.” As covered in a previous section, lack of public health infrastructure in the countries from and through which many illegal
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aliens are traveling, the multitude of large groups traveling to the border, and overcrowded Border Patrol facilities combined to create an environment in which COVID-19 could easily spread not just among illegal aliens, but to CBP personnel and eventually into American communities.\textsuperscript{410}

The number of Americans who suffered or died from COVID-19 due to this blatant disregard for safety, and Mayorkas’ dubious and offensive double standard, may never be known.

\textbf{Release of COVID-Positive Aliens and Potential Carriers into the United States}

Mayorkas’ DHS released COVID-positive illegal aliens into American communities by the thousands. The Border Patrol’s Cabrera told Fox News in July 2021, “Not everyone we encounter we test, only those that exhibit some type of symptoms and not everybody has symptoms that has it. ... And we’re releasing people out of the door day in and day out with actual positive tests for COVID and more keep popping up.”\textsuperscript{411}

The DHS OIG later confirmed this operational reality. In a report dated Sept. 10, 2021, the OIG noted, “CBP does not conduct COVID-19 testing for migrants who enter CBP custody and is not required to do so. CBP relies on public health systems to test symptomatic individuals.” The report also found that Border Patrol agents said, “relying solely on local health systems in remote border communities is not a sustainable testing plan.”\textsuperscript{412}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
The OIG also found in a subsequent May 2022 report that the department was not consistently testing illegal aliens for COVID-19 before transferring them from ICE custody to HHS. According to the OIG, “We identified numerous instances where ERO could not provide evidence that single adults, family units, and UCs were tested for COVID-19 before transport on domestic commercial flights.” Further, HHS told the OIG that its contractors only tested UACs for COVID-19 in five of nine Border Patrol sectors. “Without ensuring all migrants are COVID-19–negative and without complete records, ERO could risk exposing other migrants, ERO staff, and the general public to COVID-19 on domestic commercial flights,” the OIG concluded.

In the first two weeks of July 2021, the number of illegal aliens testing positive for COVID-19 in the Rio Grande Valley Sector increased 900 percent compared to the prior 14 months. McAllen, Texas, in the Rio Grande Valley region, reported that more than 7,000 COVID-positive illegal aliens were released into the city from February-August 2021, including 1,500 in one week in July.

Between Jan. 25-March 2, 2021, the city of Brownsville, Texas, reported that 108 illegal aliens tested positive for COVID-19 after taking a test administered by the city. Another sample of tests in late July and early August 2021 from across the region found that 18 percent of family units and 20 percent of UACs were testing positive for COVID-19 after being released from CBP custody.

And these were just the cases that were recorded.
Further, those who tested positive were not required to remain in isolation after their diagnosis. Indeed, many simply continued on their journey throughout the country, potentially infecting others. The New York Times highlighted this fact in an April 2021 report about a shelter providing services to illegal aliens in Tucson, Arizona:

“Migrants who have a positive result are transferred to a shelter operated by the city. Others spend a night or two at the respite center and then board planes or buses to their destinations around the United States. Some of them could well have infections contracted in Border Patrol facilities that did not register on tests during the brief time they spent at the respite center, immigrant advocates warned, and could unknowingly expose others as they travel to join friends and family elsewhere in the country.”

One press report documented the account of Miriam Izaguirre, a 35-year-old Honduran who was released in Brownsville and soon tested positive. Izaguirre told NBC, “Right now we were tested for COVID and they separated about eight of us because we were positive. We are waiting right now. She was waiting to catch a bus to Houston. ... [A] spokesperson for the city said in an email that Brownsville does not have the authority to retain these migrants who plan to travel to dozens of cities throughout the country.”

It is beyond dispute that Mayorkas’ policies actively led to the importation of COVID-19 cases into the United States. At a time when millions of Americans were suffering and dying under restrictive and oppressive lockdowns and mandates, the policy of the Biden administration gave preferential treatment to those who entered the country illegally. CBP only tested some symptomatic individuals, while releasing countless others carrying the virus into the surrounding communities, counting on HHS, local governments, and community organizations to test the rest. And those who received tests were able to go freely about the country—even if they tested positive.

The 2021 DHS OIG report noted, “DHS is putting its workforce, support staff, communities, and migrants at greater risk of contracting the virus.”

Not just the DHS workforce—the American people as a whole. And Mayorkas’ policies played a key role in this reckless endangerment.

---
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Introducing Serious Transmissible Diseases into the United States

COVID-19 is not the only serious transmissible disease that Mayorkas’ policies have imported into the country at scale. The influx of illegal aliens, many from countries lacking adequate public health infrastructure, has risked the spread of other transmissible diseases in American communities.

In an April 11, 2023, letter, New York City Health Commissioner Dr. Ashwin Vasan articulated “how critical it is that health care providers take a wide range of considerations into account when working with people who are seeking asylum.” He cited the far-lower vaccination rates among the 50,000 illegal aliens arriving in the city against diseases like polio as compared to the American population, or the fact that many had traveled through countries with high rates of tuberculosis.

In July 2023, another shocking report came to light showing that HHS had released approximately 2,500 UACs with latent tuberculosis infections into the United States over the course of the past year. This was happening in case after case because the Biden administration was releasing these children far too quickly to be able to conduct treatment necessary to deal with the infections, and pawning the responsibility off on state and local jurisdictions:

“HHS releases infected children to sponsors and notifies local health authorities in the hope that they can arrange for treatment before the latent infection becomes active.

“Those hopes are often dashed.

“Local health officials say the notifications are infrequent and the child has often already arrived when they are told about a case in their jurisdiction.”

The Biden administration also had to “create protocols to handle chlamydia and gonorrhea,” per the report.

Again, while HHS is the department releasing these unaccompanied children to sponsors, it is Mayorkas’ DHS that is releasing them to HHS, and Mayorkas’ policies that have encouraged a record number of illegal aliens, including these children, to enter the country. Approximately 400,000 UACs have been encountered by CBP on Mayorkas’ watch, and most of them have been released rather than returned to their home countries.

The fact that these are HHS releases does not let Mayorkas escape accountability.

---
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Conclusion: The Human Cost of Mayorkas’ Open-Borders Policies Is Unacceptable

The last several years of Mayorkas’ leadership have proven what those who believe in the rule of law and secure borders have known all along—open borders are a humanitarian, public safety, and public health disaster. Mayorkas’ embrace of open-borders policies has not only enriched the cartels that increasingly control the Southwest border, as documented in Phase 2 of this investigation, but has come at the cost of human lives and livelihoods, those of American citizens and migrants alike.

Fentanyl—to say nothing of the other drugs being trafficked—is flowing into the United States at historic levels, flooding into communities across the country and destroying lives every day. Law enforcement at all levels has been overwhelmed by the constant surge of illegal aliens across the border, with morale at CBP and ICE in the gutter, as law enforcement professionals have been made to feel like they are supporting the cartels’ human and drug smuggling operations rather than countering them. Crimes committed by illegal aliens continue to rock communities and forever change lives.

The migrants themselves have endured untold abuses and horrors, both along their journey to the border, and once they arrive in the United States. The record number of unaccompanied children coming across the border has led to a corresponding record of UACs released to unvetted individuals across the country who have trapped them in lives of forced labor and sexual servitude. And the public health policies of this secretary not only violated basic tenets of common sense, but placed illegal aliens above Americans and other lawful residents and travelers.

It is Mayorkas’ policies that have encouraged record numbers of people to journey to the Southwest border and cross illegally, because many know they will be released into the interior. Every single human cost and tragedy documented in this report finds its foundation in Mayorkas’ decision to open the borders, remove the disincentives to enter illegally, and embolden those who would seek to take advantage of the ensuing chaos.

These devastating human costs fall squarely on Mayorkas’ shoulders, and no amount of excuse-making, blame-shifting, or political prevaricating can change that fact. He could immediately stop many of the horrors his policies have unleashed. He could prevent further suffering by advocating a return to the border security policies that eliminated incentives to make the journey to the Southwest border and attempt to enter illegally. If nothing else, he could have resigned in protest at President Biden’s failure to do so. However, he has done none of these things, leading to only one logical conclusion—the human costs of his radical policies are acceptable collateral damage in his pursuit of open borders. As long as Mayorkas maintains course with these reckless and irresponsible policies, hundreds of thousands will suffer and die needlessly—and he will continue to bear primary responsibility.